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PROMISES SOME SURPRISES

THREE CENTS A COPY

REMEMBER THE INVINCIBLES?

Volume 88.................. Number 29

MISS CORBETT’S PLAIN TALK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Serve them piplny hot!

TOASTED

Sandwiches
DID you ever taste any

Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
I *n 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
I in 1882. The Pree Press was established
In 1855 and ln 18..i changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17 1 897.

New President Says Banking Operations Will Start At Basketball Team Which Represented Y. M. C. A. Was the Cites the Record In Case Of Lester Allen’s Family—Who
Best In Rockland’s History
Once—Congress Meets Today
the Real Sufferers Are

The new Congress is called in spe- | the same basis as treasury notes,
cial session at noon today and | backed by government bonds,
leaders of both Hou.se and Senate | Many tanks have
throu«h'
out the country today under the
predict prompt passage today of the
limited functions allowed by the
1 ***
I •*
It Is a wretched thing to de- ••• emergency banking bill.
Party re- proclamations of Secretary Woodin.
! ••• pend upon others.—Montaigne.
•••
sponsibility is assured and the con- which supersede any state regulai
siderable Democratic majority in tions such as those ak junced by '
both houses solidly supports the j Gov. Lehman of New York. The!
A GEN. KNOX
_____ STAMP
policy of the administration.
bank holiday expires tonight. The j

I
pound cream tartar, 1 pound soda,
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette;—
A statement was made by Lester , 1 quart molasses, 5 pounds sugar, 4
Allen of 580 Main street, Rockland, j tall cans milk. 1 bog salt, 2 bars soap.
Regarding his fuel, the city regu
at the Knox County Unemployed lation is this: One-half ton of coal,
Council meeting in Kimball hall last i to last three weeks; or onc foot of
Saturday afternoon to the effect that | wood a week Feb. 15 Lester Allen re
his family was poorly (provided for; ceived one-half ton of coal; last Sat
that his wife, who was ill. was refused urday morning he asked for more
cocoa, etc.; that he had no fuel, etc. I told him his fuel was due the 8;h.
As chairman of the board of Over There is a certain element "on the
seers of the Poor I feel'I must defend city." which in the past has had but
that part of the City Government little and which has become chronic
which I represent.
kickers now.
Allen has been on the city for years.
Friday March 3, between 12 neon
I and 3 p. ni. Lester Allen called for The city pays his rent, gives him fuel
t and received the following articles and food—yet according to his story
j from the city store; 3 pounds fish the city does nothing for him.
bits, 5‘, pounds beef, 2 pounds salt . The poor are better looked after
pork. 2 quarts beans. S bushel po- ' now, than at any time in 'their life,
tatoes, three pounds onions. 1 bag , The real sufferers today are those
flour, 2 pounds oatmeal, 1 pound rice, j one never hears about, who suffer
2 pounds macaroni, 2 pounds corn alone—because pride in name and
meal, 1 pound butter (nut), 2 pounds family forbids them to speak,
lard, H pound coffee. ■» pound cocoa, I
Helen Corbett, City Matron

President Roosevelt Issued a state- laws already permit issuance of new
ment early this morning that the j currency to the amount of three bil- j
Being Made To Have Such J measure before Congress today will lions.
than those hot toasted
I at once start banking operations) Food is plentiful, and foodstuffs
An
Issue
sandwiches . . . cheese
throughout the entire country. He ' remain at about the same prices, j
There
still hope that a com promises a number of surprises. The value of the dollar has advanced 1
. . . ham . . . club or
memorative stamp in honor of Gen. The pldn for national Issuance of abroad. President Roosevelt said. “I 1
chicken? They just seem , Henry Knox may be issued.
I scrip has been abandoned in favor am gratified at the outlook."
A movement has been started to }
The campaign has been taken up of additional federal currency, which
to melt in your mouth.
I anew with John Gustin, a World War the Bureau of Engraving and Print- ! publish the names of those known ;
veteran, as chairman of the forces ing is working in three shifts to to have withdrawn from Federal [
Serve them for that
He makes a request that all persons produce. The new money will not Reserve banks and hoarded any coninterested in the matter write to the have gold backing but is issued on siderable amount of gold since Feb. 1
impromptu “bite to eat”
Maine Senators and Representatives
—for lunch or supper.
asking them to use their influence for WENT •BIG" IN CAMDEN! THE CITY ELECTIONS
such an issue.
They are a most wel
Representatives should be ad
Adelyn
Bushnell s
Play Democrats Carry Six of the
come change in the or
dressed "House Office Building" and
A Team Which Madr History
“Gram" Given Very Fine
Senators "Senate Office Building."
Seven Cities and Help
dinary menu.
Standing (left to right)—Victor Hall, Earle Marshall, George Gay. Seated—
You don't have to use a 3-cent
Performance
Knew Nothing About Unemployment Demands On City
Carry Seventh
Mont Trainer, A. E. Brunberg i manager), Charles K. Philbrick
stamp; a postcard will serve the purGet your Sandwich 1 pose Just as well.
—Signed a Different Petition
Few local theatrical productions
The Democrats were victorious in !
have
drawn
a
more
responsive
audiDo
it
now!
the
municipal
elections
Monday,
reToaster on this week
State championship for several year; J
(By A. E Brunberg)
ence than that which filled Camden suits indicating that the "epidemic"
in succession and was composed oi I Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
consideration for the sick during a
I
saw
a
basketball
game
the
othe
end special at a substan
TIIE STATE POLICE
Opera House Tuesday night, the oc- ' is still having its run. Here they are. I
In lhe issue of your paper for temporary period, and we noted
day between Morse High of Bath, Charles Philbrick. Wendell Hodgkins.
casion being the presentation of briefly:
tial saving ...
Gay, Mont Train- i
.
, ,
and Rockland High. It was a good Victor Hall, George
The entire State Police force is "Gram,' a three-act play written by j
„ „
' ,
. , „ (Tuesday, there appears a report of that several other good citizens of
....
er. William Sullivan. Earle Marshall, ,
and
interesting
game,
the
Morse
boys
Rockland, who did not themselves
comprised of 52 men. The territory Adelyn Bushnell, who appeared if)
William Bird and Fred Black. The Ithe hearinB of a group of unem need or seek aid, had nevertheless
WATERVILLE: L Eugene Thayer,
over which they patrol is 27,109 the title role. The play with its lo Democrat, was elected mayor over Dr. finally winning by a close scoie. Thc
ployed persons before the Rockland signed lhat petition in a spirit of
local boys showed speed, agility and j games played and the scores were:
miles. Yet with this extensive mile- cal setting, clever lines and the in- Luther G. Bunker, Republican, by a
good training and are certainly a
Rockland Y.M.C A. 45. Rockport 25. City Government. From this report, sympathy for those who were sick
! age. did you ever notice how quicklv spired acting of Miss Bushnell majority of 602 votes. Democrats
Rockland! Y M.C.A 47, Rockport 21. 1 it appears that a long list of de- and destitute. Therefore, in a spirit
credit to the High School and to
j they arrive at the scene of an auto added further honors to those al- were elected to the board of aldermen
Rockland, for what community ts nol
Rockland Y.M.C.A. 101. Lewiston 4 mands were arrogantly and per- of sympathy, we ourselves also
1 accident? Motor traffic work, in- ready achieved by that talented in five of the seven wards.
interested in its High School activiRockland YM.C.A. 28. Stonington 4 j emptorily made by the petitioners.
signed that petition.
1 eluding investigation and aid at young woman.
SOUTH PORTLAND: South Port- ties?
Rockland YMC A. 44. Mors? High j From a list of the petitioners at
was
petition
Apparently (the
1 scene of accidents, apprehension of
Miss Bushnell as "Gram ” deline- land, long a Republican city, Jumped j nO( having witnessed many games
25.
| this hearing, the names of myself changed after we signed it. and
j motor law violators, and general ated a different type than in her ,
Rockland Y.M.C.A. 24. Rockport 23. and my wife were read.
under the guidance of some agitator,
. police work are a part of their duties. previous productions, and demon- pi^ed simOn M. Hamlin, Democrat, to the early days of basketball, for
Rockland YMC A. 71. Portland 6
This situation has caused great a list of very extravagant demands
| The State Highway officer has i stra ted her ability as a character
in its mayoralty chair. Hamlin de- Rockland was one of the pioneers of
Rockland Y.M.C.A. 20. Bowdoin 12. embarrassment to me and to my was made. All of these demands
| authority equal to that of a sheriff, i actress. She impersonated an aged feated Clinton T. Goudy. Republican, the game, having tried it out on a
Rockland Y.M.C.A. 45. Bates 20.
family, and I think it is only fair to were rejected by the city officials,
In many of the smaller towns and woman — slightly stooped, gray ; i,y 243 majority. Dmocrats gathered rumor that such a game was being
Rockland YMCA. 44. Bath 27.
explain our position.
with which decision, we Join all good
villages there are few or not any I haired, shuffling of step—aged in in three of the aldermanic seats while ' developed by Dr. Gylick at SpringWe knew nothing of the list of citizens in hearty agreement,
This showing was certainly good,
regular peace officers. These local appearance, but retaining a quick Republicans garnered three others, field Training School.
but it was eclipsed by the 1908 team demands of this group, and we are j I trust that this explanation of
officers are seldom equipped and j native wit combined with thought leaving the balanceofpower in the
In those days peach baskets served composed of Marshall and Gay for- ; greatly surprised to learn that wc ' our position may be given equal
trained to handle the particular Jype 1 and action. So thoroughly did she hands of HaroldCook,Republicanas goals and when a goal was made a wards, Philbrick center. Trainer and ■ are listed as signers to a petition in publicity with that of the earlier
of crime that has been committed, i enter into the part that even the independent.
broom handle was used to eject the •Hall backs, William Sullivan was the I which such ridiculous demands are , news item.
Citizens in these towns depend a (lines of her hands, throat and LEWISTON: Dr. Robert J Wise- ball Irom Uie basket. This feature
Friday and Saturday
referee.
made. We never saw such a pe- | For those who may not know me,
great deal on the State Police for : mouth seemed aged, and not once man. Democrat, was elected mayor | was soon eliminated, however, and
Tjjjg team played 11 games withoui tition.
I wish to say that I am a citizen and
protection.
They are
generally during the performance did the over Captain Joseph O Fisher, UB.N.. cages as they are at the present time 1 adefeat, winningby a score of 52
However, earlier in the winter, taxpayer in Rockland and am a
called when
anydifficulty arises, J characterization relax.
She was retired, by a majority of 2377. Dem- soon took the place of the baskets. | .0 lg from
beating Hebron during a time when there was much World War Veteran and a member
such as fromneighborly
arguments surrounded with a brilliant cast, and ocrats elected John L. McGee in an in those days the game was rough Academy 27 to 25. Gardiner 134 to 4. illness from influenza, a petition of the American Legion. Realizing
j or quarrels, to burglary.
the thoroughness of detail worked upset victory in ward one and again and barked shins and other injuries Colby 24 to 23. and FNUl River 40 to was handed' to us which purported the humor of our predicament. I
POWt
out in the production was note- carried all others except ward two were common. But soon rules were 28. A summary of the games follows: to request that temporarily, and think it scarcely necessary to add
worthy.
where Harry B Churchill was re- formulated to obviate unnecessary
Rockland YM C A 40. Rockport 34. merely during the time of the epi-, that wc have no sympathy for Com
BROILERS. FOWL. CHICK
The story contains a touch of melo elected by Republicans.
’-oughness. and skill and team work
Rockland YM.C.A. 37. Bar Har demic no water or lights be shut ofl munists or for others who seek to
ENS—DRESSED POl’LTRY
drama. romance, humor and tragedy,
SACO: Mayor John D. Fernald began to develop.
bor 26
jn the homes of destitute people raid the public treasury.
Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
and bears the earmarks of the real Democrat, defeated former Mayor
The first basketball contest between
no YOU VALl'E YOVR HEALTH?
Rockland Y.M.C .A. 51. Rockport 14 who were ill with Influenza. This
James Connellan.
Prompt
returns
at
highest
possible
If so, INSIST upon
playwright—It keeps one In suspense Myron A. Pillsbury, Republican, by two town teams in Main? w?.s played
prices. Quotations, tag*, testimoni
Rockland Y.M.C.A 52. Bates Col- 1 seemed to us to be an appeal for
87 Pleasant street. Rockland.
“NV-VI-TA" Herb & Iron TONIC
al*. sent on request. Our aim Is to
to the final curtain.
A System Cleanser, Purifier, and
460 votes. Democrats elected five of in Bath. Rockland Y M.C.A winning lege 18.
_________________________________
gain and hold shippers' confidence.
Tonic. Improves the Appetite. Aids
In the cast were Adelyn Bushnell, the seven aldermen.
Established
25
years.
Coops
loaned
there by the score of 50 to 4. The
Digestion. Buv A BOTTLE TODAY
Rockland
YM
C
A.
64.
Belfast
11.
|
free
and BUILD VP YOVR STRENGTH.
Isabel Kirkpatrick.
Ous Levy.
Rockland Y.M.C A. 27, Hebron j
ELLSWORTH: Democrats made a Rockland players were Henry Chatto.
W. F. WYMAN A CO.
Druggists, grocers—Order from your
Thomas McPhail. Harry Stewart, clean sweep, capturing the five aider- David Hodgkins. Maurice Costello, Academy 25.
jobber, or Ereedman Medicine Co..
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston. Mass
Stonington, Maine.23-34
29-tf
Alfred Chapman, Jr., Blanche Mor- manic berths. Harold V. Moore. Dem Alvah Staples, Otis Sylvester and
“rvXA3; ^!4- Legislature Act. Today Upon Committee’s Favorable
| ton. Atwood Levensaler. Helen Went- ocrat, defeated Walter J. Clark, Jr., George St. Clair.
' worth. Vada Clukey. Ralph Chesley. Republican, for mayor by 217 ma
From that time matched games be lege 15.
Report—Other Capitol Matter.
tween towns, and especially YM C A 's
Rockland YM.C.A. 24. Colby Col- J
,T
r-t,
i Marshall Bradford. Walter Connon jority.
IN NEW YORK CITY
and James Kent.
became frequent, Rockland playing lege 23.
EASTPORT:
Democrats
main

• • • •
The divided report of the commit- for education." His motion was
such outstanding teams as Lewis.on
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
Rockland YM.C.A. 67. Westbrook [
| tee on Sea and Shore Fisheries rela- ! shouted down and Mason of MeWhile each member gave an ex tained control of the city. They elect Bar Harbor. Bangor. Portland and
21.
I tive to the proposed change in the j chanic Falls moved for indefinite
SINGLE
count
cellent performance, it is not amiss ed their mayoralty candidate. Fay N. the colleges
Direction of E. J. Carrol
Rockland YM.C.A. 40, Fall River 28 lobster law. will be acted upon to- postponement. Walker of Rockland
! to give Mr. Levy special mention, as Reilly, and placed sax aldermen of
the eight elected in office. Reilly's
HOTIl YORK - 7th Ave. And 36th St — 1 minute P<nn. Station
Philbrick was the pivot man Tall day. and all along this section of the moved to substitute the other bill for
he had but one rehearsal, the origi
Some time later the Rockland team
HOTIL ORAND-Broadway And 31 it St—S minute* Ptnn. Station
majority
over Ralph T. Caldwell, Re
nal part having been taken by Ted
received an invitation to go to Vi and agile, he was almost always able coast thc result is being awaited with the report. Tompkins of Houlton
HOTIl INDICOTT-Columbia Ave. And 11 tt St —Oppotitc Park
publican, was 193.
spoke against it. as did Mason who
Libby, who was taken suddenly ill
nalhaven ard play the Ariston club j to Place the bail where, on a sigrn’ keenest interest.
HOTIl MARTHA WASHINGTON Toe Woman - 29 East 29th St.
BATH: Lieut. John A. Lord. U S of that place. Rockland looked for the forward or back would be quite : The questionnaire recently submit- said the education department "has
with influenza. Mr. Levy gave a
IN POSTON
IN CHICAGO
HOTIL MAMGII, North StsMoo
HOTEL PLAZA. No. Ave. eoA No. Clod Sl.
splendid account of himself. Mr. N.. retired, running on Repuhlican- an easy victory but was defeated sure to get it and when the ball was ted by Commissioner Crie to tlie fish- been cut the same ratio as other de
McPhail as Gram's son. Mr. Leven- Democratic-Citizen tickets, carried The island team was composed ol a returned to him tt invariably meant a ermen brought answers from about partments and lt does not suit me
| saler as the youthful prisoner who every ward in the city and was bunch of nice, clean athletes who had goal. Gay was one of the surest ball two-thirds of them, and a majority to see the reluctance it ts showing to
of the gamP tossers ever seen on a gymnasium ef that two-thirds is said to have fa retrench." He moved for acceptance
is proven innocent. Mrs. Morton as elected mayor over the Incumbent. inaslprwl lhe fine
Harold
P.
Small.
Independent
candi

unfavorable report
the jealous wife and Miss Kirkpat
and were out to win every time. For floor and he made few misses. Mar vored the retention of the present' °f
rick as the deaf spinster, gave nota date, 1824 to 1237
reveral seasons they more than held shall was graceful, limber and .swift law. The prevailing opinion around j
Maine voters will not vote on re
ble performances. The lesser parts
their own against their Rockland and would make goals when seemingly the Capitol seems to be that the f
I
completely covered. Trainer and Hall House opposes the proposed 9-inch peal of the State’s constitutional
were taken with spirit and finish— reted out by Gram. The tributes ac rivals.
prohibitory amendment. The Re
To Trim and Prune your Shrubs and Trees, before the sap gets up.
As the Y.M C A. gym was small and were very fast stepping guards and law and thait the Senate favors it.
Miss Clukey and Master Chapman corded by the audience were richly
publican majority in the House
• • • »
dust call 2432 Camden, I will be right there and look things over and
the seating capacity limited many of gave their opponents few chances foi j
playing the juvenile roles in a most deserved.
The legislative leaders hope to see Tuesday heid its rank solidly
give you an estimate; also talk things over for Spring Planting.
Prefacing the play between acts
were played in the rink on Lhtows.
capable manner, Mrs. Wentworth
delightful
music
—
the
hits
of
the
day
J
spring
street
in
conjunction
with
This
was
25
years
ago
and
I
have
No job too small, none too big in my line. I wiil do it right for you.
final
adjournment by March 18, or a enough to defeat a Democratic pro
sweet and natural as Jamie’s fiancee.
not
seen
any
better
basketball
since
week
later, in any event. The only posal that the amendment be re
—
were
dispensed
by
Miss
Paquin.
lo
u
er
po!o,
and
large
crowds
turned
Mr. Stewart and Mr. Connon as
sax,
Miss
Belasco,
violin,
Mr.
Hahn.
out
thc
ga,
m
<,
s
that
time
than
was
played
by
th?
remaining
committee hearings of tm- submitted at a special election.
Jamie's pals, Mr. Chesley and Mr.
Starrett, piano.
The Y.M.C.A. team which became "Invinciblcs," as this team was called 1 portance will take place next Tues- But even in victory the majority
Bradtord representing the law, and drums, and Miss
• • * •
ROCKPORT, MAINE
Tuesday's party saw 12 of its members drop
prominent at this time, and a team Its signals and criss-cross plays were day and Wednesday.
Dr. Kent as the erring husband and
26&29
The
audience
contained many peo that I remembtr with much pleasure, particularly disconcerting to eppon-1 hearing will concern three proposals i away and vote with the Democrats.
the true murderer, his secret ferAfter the move for acceptance of
ple from Rockland, some of whom consisted of Frank Veazie, Roy ents.
I to create a Constitutional Convention
were seeing the performance for the Knowlton, Clarence Hall, Frank
This account would not be com- ' on the 18th Amendment, while Wed- the Democratic - signed minority
iiimiaM
second time. Among Rockland at Rhodes and Leslie Turner. It was a plete without mentioning one of the nesday's session will be for hearing “ought to pass" report was turned
pI
tendants were Mr. and Mrs. Ensign fast, skillful aggregation and won smartest little teams that ever wore of two initiative tax measures, one down 66 to 76, the majority unfavor
II
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
Frederics Vita Tonic
Otis, Nathan Farwell, Mr. and Mrs most all of the games they played basketball shoes. It was composed of affecting intangible property, the able report, signed by the seven Re
H
Spiral with Croquignole wound
Cleveland Sleeper, Mr. and Mrs. J. Clarence Hall, the center, was the Geoige Gay, Fred Black. Ned Veazie. other involving electric power com publican members of the TemperEnds.
$7.00
A. Jameson. Mrs. E. K. Leighton, best goal tosser from long distances Arthur Richardson and William Bird panies.
< Continued on Page Eight)
• • • •
Pierre Process, all spiral
Mrs. Betty Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs.' that I have seen, making frequent in their second year of high school
wound,
$4.00
and
was
known
as
the
Intermediate
A
bill
requiring
hospitals
receiving
Elmer C. Davis, Mrs. David Talbot goaig from back of the center line,
These Prices Until April 1st Only
who was accompanied by Mr. and while Frank Veazie was probably the toam. Its greatest rival was a team State A'd to permit osteopaths tc YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Portland, very best all around athlete who evei from Fall River High School which treat thelr own patients in those hos
L
If I had to live my life aguln I would
Miss
Maude Pratt, Harry Pratt, Mr. , passed through Rockland High School came to Rockland yearly during vaca pitals was reported out of the com have
Ii
made a rule to read some poetry
8
tion
time
for
the
purpose
of
trying
mittee
on
judiciary
in
new
draft
Wed

and
listen to some music at least once
and Mrs. R. E. Thurston, Mr. and The other players were of more than
65% PARK St.
PHONE 898
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
nesday with a majority "ought not to loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Mrs. Mary Wig ordinary ability, making it a smart conclusions with Maine teams.
28-30
• 0 • 0
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
pass" report signed by six members
gin
Spear.
Mrs.
Grace
Ayers
Black.
and
well
balanced
team.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
THE DOOR
I The writer who witnessed a ma and minority favorable report signed
John Black, Luther Smith, Mr. and
Thc next team to attract attention
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Love is a proud and gentle thing, a bet
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, Mr. and was composed of Raymond Bird, jority of the games played by the by four.
ter thing to own
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
• • • •
Than all of the wide Impossible stars
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin, Mr. and Mrs. 1 Wendell Hodgkins. Charles Philbrick, teams above named — particularly
over
the heavens blown.
The House Wednesday definitely And the little gifts her hand gives
Clyde Vining, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Mont Trainer and William Sullivan. the Invinciblcs’, endorses all of the
are careless given or taken.
ARTHRITIS.
RHEUMATISM, Fickett and Miss Irma Fickett, Mr. This team, not yet out of high school, nice things Mr. Brunberg has said. postponed a bill levying an excise tax
And though the whole great world
PLEURISY. NEURITIS, ECZEMA
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
break, the heart of her ls not
and Mrs. John M. Richardson, A. L. was sent to Portland lo compete in It was such a team as a community on sales of tobacco and accepted thc
STOMACH
and
LIVER
TROUBLE
shaken . . .
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 1 3.00
Briggs. Mrs. Donald Chapman, Mr. a Y.M.C.A. State meet and basketball produces not more than once in a “ought not to pass" committee report Love Is a viol In the wind, a viol never
KJ A nVThe Vitalizing Remedy
stilled.
17TAContains No Narcotics and Mrs. T. E. McInnis. Mr. and tournament, and made a surprising generation, and there should not be on a bill of tax tobacco and tobacco And mine of all ls the surest that ever
God has willed;
overlooked
the
interest
taken
in
the
dealers, both of which were supported
Mrs. Henry Clukey, Mr. and Mrs. showing against much older and more
GOOD FOR
I shall speak to her though she goes be
practice
and
arranging
of
the
games,
by
the
State
Department
of
Educa

Tickets May Be Purchased At
fore me Into the grave.
experienced
teams,
winning
many
George
Bachelder.
Mrs.
Harry
Ber

COLDS
And though I drown In the sea. herself
man, Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman, points, beating Bath and Belfast and by Mr. Brunberg, who was secretary tion. Bennett of Presque Isle moved
Tel. 620
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
shall laugh upoq^a wave;
Send $1.00 for 12-ounce bottle to
of Rockland Y.M.C.A. during <ne of to retable the first bill "so that mem And the things that love gives after
Mrs. Josephine Perry, Miss Anna tying with Bar Harbor.
Tel. 3
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
shall be as they were before.
NAOX COMPANY
This aforesaid aggregation formed its most successful periods.—Sports bers could study figures showing how For life Is only a small house . . . and
str
I 49 Federal Street,
Boston. Mass Green. Mrs. Carl E. Freeman, Mrs.
love is an open door.
much money would go to the towns
a nucleus for tlie teams tlitit won the Editor.!
Daniel Paulitz, Miss Ann Povich.
- Orrick Johna.
25*30

thing more delicious

Another
.

Cnnrerterl Fffnrt

I«

MR. CONNELLAN EXPLAINS

Only

$0.85

2

CENT

LIVE

THE NINE-INCH LAW

5150 e

IT IS THE TIME RIGHT NOW

H. HEISTAD, Landscape Gardener

Permanent Waves

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages

Parisian Beauty Salon

You Need Not
Suffer from

Brings Relief

Every-Other-Daf
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THE LIONS CLUB
'
Lincoln girls defeated the Thomas
ton girls 27 to 10. Score of boys’
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
game:
A Major Project But Not a i
A Victim of Circumstances
Lincoln
Top-heavy One, District
Now faith is the substance of
Discusses Monday Night’s; Camden Basketeers Take Home a Championship Earned
CENTRAL MAINtWi?jWER COMPANY
O
F
P
things hoped for, the evidence of
Governor's
Advice
By
Pluck
and
Skill
Fuller,
If
........................
2
0
4
Meeting
things not seen.—Heb. 11-1.
Erskine, rf ..................... 6
0 13
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Leo Sheshong, district governor of
Clukey. c ...................... 2
2
6
pecial
aturday
The Knox and Lincoln Basket Karl one. Dean. Trecner and Mel
Tlie refusal of tlie House of Repre
I myself, am poor and unemployed,
Weston, rg ..................... Oil Lions International visited the Rock
ball
League
was
brought
to
a
close
vin
each
dropped
in
baskets
and
tlie
sentatives to submit the State's con
0
0 land Club yesterday and some 20
and as such stand in sympathy with Tuesday night when the Camden former also tallied on a free throw Reed, lg ........................ 0
stitutional prohibitory- amendment to
members braved the severe storm to
thc people will bc regarded from vary anything tending to thc relief of i Higii hoop men. despite the fact that to put the game safely away.
hear him.
10
4
24
The Camden triumph marked the
ing angles throughout Maine, and In poverty and unemployment. But. ln they were playing on the opponent's
NOW
Between courses Rev. E. O. Kenyon i
Thomaston
advancing
measures
for
such
relief,
home floor, completely outplayed1 the flrst time that the Megunticook
many quarters the wisdom of that re
of St. Peter's Church told of his visit
G
F
P
$12.50 Westinghouse ........... $9.95
fusal may be questioned. The desire common sense as well as sympathy j Rockland High quintet for three full town has had a boys' championship
Keefe. If ........................ 1
1.
3 to the home of Mrs. Jennie Allen Wil
periods and romped away with a outfit since 1928 and the entire adto see Maine stand by its guns is nat must come into play.
0
0 son. where dinner was furnished to 50
It seems to me that the demands decisive 30 to 20 victory to clinch gregation took a hand in returning Anderson, rf ................. 0
$6.95 Arvon (fan type) ........ 5.50
urally very strong and reflects credit
Jacobs, rf .................... 1
2
4 members of the Tillson Avenue Boys'
made
at
the
city
meeting
Monday
I
the championship of the circuit, and the diadem to Camden. Lojd was
upon those who take that view of it.
Stackpole. c .................. 10
2 and Girls' Club by the Lions. Mr.
$5.95 Gilbert ............................ 4.95
And counteracting that viewpoint is evening, though explicit in ways.! win the honor of being the alternate easily the star of the melee making
Grafton,
rg
...................
3
2
8 Kenyon found the group of young
(Reflector type with fan)
thc spirit of the times, as manifested lost sight of the means. It seems J team for the Bates tournament.
some very astute and Intricate shots
sters orderly- and polite, and praised
Perry,
lg
....................
2
0
4
an
impossibility
that
any
comj
The visitors, with a smooth work during the evening and Dizzy Dean
in the latest popular vote, and the
the ability of the youthful president
Reflector Type ........................ 3.95
action of Congress. And in this con munity. financially situated as ing defence that the locals failed to captain of the winners, also tumcl
"It is the most excellent piece of -so
8
5
21
Rockland
is
today,
could
meet
such
J
penetrate to any great degree, held in a good offensive performance
29-30
nection will be read with interest the
cial work I have seen outside the Red
Referee, Wotton. Time, four 8's
speech of Representative John E. demands. The entire sum collected' the Limerock City lads to four free Brown and McLeod both went well
Cross
and
City
Matron
Corbett."
Mr
Electrical Servants
Nelson, in opposition to the repeal of ) through taxation would bc insuf- | throws in the last half of the con-1 defensively
for Camden
while
Kenyon told his interested listeners
Why. Mr. Waldoboro!
the 18th Amendment. Mr. Nelson, fleient.
test and thc Rocklanders were com Thomas' defensive work was out
For The Home
The Club voted to send to thc Rock- '
Waldoboro basketball fans did not
Some of the demands are imprac- j pletely outclassed ln the final chap- standing for Rockland. Neither
with full realization that he was one
go to bed happy Monday night after land City Government a letter en- 1
of a very definite minority said, in ticabie. Were every man unem-1 ters.
Freeman or Pietroski played up to surveying the wreckage of the two dorsmg the methods used in dealing
ployed, to receive the assistance de-, The Megunticook forces rushed their usual standard, but Nick Pelli
part:
games with Boothbay Harbor. The with the demands of the committer
Futile as it may be, little as I may manded. I can conceive those already , the Rockland offense throughout the cane. Rockland forward, did a great
boys lost 40 to 21. and the girls lost of the Knox County Unemployed.
add to this discussion in the few mo employed laying down their tools' evening, and as a result the locals job with his shooting in the first hali
District Governor Sheshong told
34
to 24. Score of boys' game:
ments allowed me, it does not seem and joining.
continually threw the ball away and keeping Rockland in the running
some amusing stones, but through his
Boothbay Harbor
fitting that members from the origi
Furthermore, the demand for im- ’ missed what might have developed
The summary;
nal prohibition State should be alto
O
F
P discourse ran the more serious note
gether silent at this time, represent mediate action on these measures is into numerous scoring opportunities
Rowe. ;: ........................ 8
1
17 concerning the present times, and the
Camden
ing as we do a State that in the part impossible. The best to be hoped Long shots, too, were predominant
'Watch Qua WiNttows For Special. QrrtRiN&a
0 14 necessity of keeping our heads up
G
F
P Sprague, rf ................... 7
has furnished the world leaders in for, would be consideration. To on the Rockland team, while the
going
through
Andrews,
rf
_________
10
2
several great humanitarian move furnish free water and lights, a
Lord, if ...........
5
2 12
A SPREADING IDEA
"We are going to be forced to de- ' is that it may not do enough. There
10
2
ments: William Ladd, in the cause of meeting of the stockholders would visitors attempted to work the ball Clark. If ....................... o
0
0| Dunton. c ____
in
for
easier
shots,
which
they
did
vote more of our energy and time to should be a major activity, but not
world peace and a high court of na
Storey,
c
_
_____
__
.
__
_
0
0
0
Treener, rf ...........
I
0
2
tions; Elijah Parisli Lovejoy, a leader be necessary, or at least a board of the greater part of the time. Most
our own affairs." raid the speaker. , one that will take too much of your Loral Taxpayer Wants Rockland To
1
9 Morton, g ......................... 10 2
and martyr in the cause of freedom directors, and these corporations are of the visitors' scores came from Melvin, rf .................... 2
Adopt Plan Advertised In SI.
"but every man in the community i time and money. Htc real satisfac
Pinkham.
lg
.............
_...
Oil
2 10
of the press; and Neal Dow, the I not a local institution, but embrace underneath the basket and from the Dean, c ....................... 4
George
,
2 2 owes something to that community tion to be obtained from life is In do
11 Stevens, rg ..................... 0
father of prohibition. Standing here several towns outside Rockland,
McLeod, rg .................. o
1
sides
of
the
court
and
at
the
end
of
outside
of
his
own
family.
Men
,
ing
good
for
others."
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
in this dark hour, when the friends of J
0
0|
each entitled to make such demand. the first period they got away to Brown, lg ...................... o
should be kept interested in service j
prohibition and all that pertains to it
I want to know why the oversee) t,
18
4
40
seem but few. let me say that I am It would seem that landlords now a 10 to 7 lead.
clubs to offset the over-emphasis
EDWIN A. JONES
of poor in Rockland can't do as they
W'adoboro
12
30
proud of General Neal Dow as a great paying water rates would revert
Rockland played its best during
placed
on
their
personal
affairs.
do at St. George where they will not
Edwin
Albert
Jones.
74.
one
of
the
j
r P
G
Maine citizen, humanitarian, and sol- | them to the tenant, and the tenant, the second period when it overcame
Rockland
•'Worth while things can be done mo.4 widely known hotel men ln directly or indirectly support any
Heald. rg ................
12 5
dier, and that I take pride in the : if poor, revert them to what?
the three point margin to lead at 1
for ©very community The efforts Maine, having spent the greater part family or individual ln the possession
G
F
pioneer prohibition record of my peo- 1
P R. Achorn. lg ....... _...... 0
•
0
The matter of removing the over- j the close of the first half by a 16 to Pietroski.
should not be on a strictly charitable of his life in the business, died Tues of an automobile.
pie. Maine came into the Union as
0
1
rg
1 Leavitt, c ...................... 3 0
6
a compromise between right and seer of the poor. In receiving aid 15 count.
Nick Pellicane, who Karl, rg .....
basis, but there are many things they day ln Belfa’t after a short illness.
I know there are people who ride
0
1
1 E. Achorn, rf .............
2 3
7
wrong, but the men and women of from the city, I have seen no dis turned in a brilliant performance, Thomas, lg
can do—so much that needs to b? Death was due to internal hemor- , in their autos all summer and the
0
1
1
,
Piper.
If
.........................
1
1
3
Maine, as a group, have never yet so j crimination, favorable or otherwise.
done. The danger of a service club rhage
led the Rockiand spurt by account Paladino. lg
taxpayers are made to provide for
0
0
0 Vannah, if ...................... 0 0
0
compromised. As a humble Member Asking for assistance is always un
ing for five points, while Frohock Freeman, c ...
Eight years ago he sold his inter their families through the winter. I
of this House I have sought, in a small
0
1
1
way. to maintain the traditions of my pleasant, to both parties, and can dropped in a basket and Freeman Lord, c .........
0
0
0
8
5 21 ’land lineup, having high string till) I est in the Wmdsor and had spent his also know that some use their own
State; and while it will never be given not be mitigated, whether the over and Pietroski each netted a foul shot. Frohock. if
and being the only man to reach the rummers at hls cottage at Northport, cars to go to the city store for sup
2
0
4
Referee. Burns. Time, four 8’s.
to me to Rad the forward march of a seer be Miss Corbett or John Jones, Lord mad? three of the visitors'
300-mark. The summary:
Armata.
if
while winters, with the exception of plies this winter. A number of tax
0
0
0
great cause, yet. God helping me. I or somebody else.
Rockland Liens — Burgess. 218: 1 this, were spent in St. Petersburg payers have never felt they could af
points ln the second canto and Dean Pellicane. rf
4
4
12
do not propose to lead a retreat in
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
The demands made are all right, manufactured the other two.
Black. 255; Elliott. 253; Gay. 300: Fla. He was a 32nd degree Mason ford an auto yet they have to help
this great moral and humanitarian I
and in a wealthy community would
The last half was all Camden, and
movement.
Jones. 264; total. 1290
The League Standing
and a member of the Mystic Shrin?. provid? for some that do have cars.
6
8
20
not be exorbitant. They embrace when the battie was resumed after
Camden Lions—Leach. 245; Crock He leaves a wife, Mrs. Ora Achorn I want to know if it is right?
Knox County Bowling League
Referee. McCall of Augusta, Time
the necessities of life, and the city the intermission the Camden de
ett. 256; Williams. 251; Foster, 246; Jones., and several nephews and
standing to date:
A taxpayer who has
four eights.
Hie attempt to eliminate from Re
would no doubt be willing to fill fense was functioning smoothly and
nieces
Dyer. 279; total, 1277.
W
L
P.C.
PF.
never had an automobile.
publican circles the four independents
them if it were able. But how? the Orange and Black team was held
Wholesalers.
67 18 .788 24323
who bolted the party during the ■
Lincoln Took Both
The one thing not demanded by the scoreless while Camden added eight
Eagles.
63 32 663 26363
Presidential campaign, and threw
committee is employment, and I points to its total to lead at the
At Thomaston Monday night Lin Texaco.
64 41 .601 29313
their strength to Roosevelt, proved
hereby personally correct that omis three-quarter mark by a 23 to 16 coln Academy boys defeated Thom
So. Thomaston. 68 47 .561 32.060
unsuccessful; and perhaps wisely so
sion. though I must say with little score.
aston High boys 24 to 21. and the Kickapoo.
51 54 .486 29.269
Had it been a first offense the bolt,
Dwight Lord, who had been doing
could have been charged up to inde- j hope of success.
Burpee.
33 67 .330 26906
In view of the stagnant situation, the bulk of thc scoring and floor
pendence of thought and honesty of
Barbers.
27 73 .270 26.645
$25.00
REW
ARD
the number requiring help, and work all during the game was dis
V • • •
puipose. but it happens that at least
A reward of $25 will bc paid foi
Rockland Lions Lead
three of the men are chronic offend other drawbacks I know not of. the qualified on personal fouls in the information leading to thr conviction
wonder
is
that
Rockland
has
been
third
period,
but
the
scrappy
Cam

Patchy Savilles Lions came into
of any person stealing poultry from a
ers who cannot be regarded other
than political renegades when they able to do what it has toward den club maintained its rugged de member of the Warren Poultrymen’! their own at the last contest, taking
Association.
four of the five points and giving
secure their election under the guise ameliorating conditions. It is not fense and the only way Rockland
C. A. WEBB. Pres.
necessary
to
see
people
actually
could
score
was
on
foul
shots,
of
them a series lead of 7 to 5. Gay
of Republicans yet consistently vote
23-34
dying in the streets, in order to which Pellicane dropped three and
, proved a valuable man in the Rcckwith the opposition.
prove the existence of hunger, but
in some countries this is an actual
When Senators Bingham and Moses
fact. That we may never see such
were snowed under in the general
conditions is my hope, and the ab
elections last November, New Eng
sence of such conditions a source of
land paid the penalty by losing mem
gratitude. And it is always more
bership on the important foreign re
tactful to request than to demand,
lations committee. But with Hale
especially when impecunious.
of Maine on thc Appropriations.
Victim of Circumstance.
Naval Affairs and Rules committees,
HERE are the new 1933 EASY Washers—and we can truthfully
and White of Maine on Civil Service.
ANYBODY LIVE THERE?
Claims, Commerce and Interstate
say that if it hadn't been for thc depression such fine electric
Commerce. Maine still holds much of
washers could never have been available at such low prices.
Banner Elk. N. C„ citizens believe
its prestige.
their loan has had a banner year ia
Manufacturers have given the best in quality and workmanship
Lieut. Commander Donald B. Mac 1932. Hie record was: Not a single
to make it worth your while to purchase your electric washer now.
Millan, thc Arctic explorer, has been business failure or foreclosure. Not
a
cent
for
relief
work.
No
arrests
See the hig value in each of these models. Choose thc one you
named defendant in three damage
suits, totalling $11,000. All this might made. City taxes reduced from 40
think best suited for vour own personal needs—and let us set it
cents to 10 cents a hundred.
have been avoided if hc had gone as
into your home so that you may try it out under all conditions lor
usual to his beloved and peaceful
two
full weeks, without obligation.
Labrador instead of lingering within
the literary precincts of Bowdoin Col
lege.

WON ON THE GAME’S MERITS

The Courier-Gazette

S

S

PORTABLE HEATERS

Thank the

"HARD TIMES

for these New EASY Washers
and Low Prices!

tty moi* fun fe|,n0*

Which One Will You Select?

Hie foreigner who slew Mayor
Cermak of Chicago in a vain attempt
to assassinate President Roosevelt,
was proud, defiant and laughing when
arraigned in the Florida court. Is it
altogether strange that lynching
tendencies crop out now and then
among sane and sober people?

*69so cmh
• New EASY
wringer.

Safety

• Quiet, non rusting, larger
rubber casters.

,
5

Farmington has joined thc daylight
saving forces. The town has never
had the system before, and thc ma
jority for it in Monday's town meeting was small, but it only furnishes
further proof that prejudice against
the plan is abating.

J
'

|

Fire holds no terror for thi#

j

magician. Hc steps inln thc
roaring oven to cook his
steaks—closes thc door....

• Family-size washing capacity
.. . large capacitv. fasi washing.
• Beauty and harmony ot design
and color.

"• ‘ A?

• EASY Electric Dump empties all the
water.
,
• Safety Switch guards against over
loads and blown fuses.

• Quiet, non-rusting,
casters.

• EASY quality construction.

BUDGET PLAN

on any Model
Small Down Payment
Y, these crackers are flaky and fresh!”
That’s what you'll bc saying when you
nibble N. B. C. SODAS. They always art flaky
and fresh. Baked right here in Maine. Sealed in

M

(

In a few minutes he re

appears -unsinged, but hi
steaks are nicely cooked
How docs hc Jo it?

wax-w rapped packages the moment they come
from the oven. Why, you can almost smell thc
fresh oven-fragrance when you open the pack
age! Yes, they’re slightly salted, the way you
like them. And a real economy, too, in the big
1-pound or 2-pound size. Please be sure to try
some of the recipes that come with N. B. C.

SODAS... thrifty dishes that make these favorite
crackers more useful than ever!
Heat rises —he puts his
steaks over the fire and
himself at thc side .., cov
ering his head with a hoodbreathing through holes in
the bottom of the oven.

larger rubber

• Bigger capacity—bigger agitator, fast
thorough washing action.

•

'

The Maine Central Railroad an
nounces lhat tlie station at Damari
scotta Mills will bc placed on a non
agent basis March 23. Thc only
change is that outbound passengers
will pay their fare to thc conductor on
board the train. Baggage will be |
handled by trainmen. Freight ship
ments will be taken care cf equally
well under a plan which has already ,
been explained to shippers and re
ceivers at these points.

*89“ „,h
• All the new exclusive advantages of
the EASY No-slip Safety Wringer.

• Gear Driven (Jppei Roll.

If, as thc Literary Digest says. 46
States arc ready to ratify thc amendment repealing thc prohibitory law.
why go to thc expense of holding
constitutional conventions. The Di
gest straw ballots have a way of being distressingly accurate.

3ixty-five children from 5 to 10
irs of age were given a nice dinner
esday in the Methodist vestry, by
tie Sunshine Club." It was a very
xessful undertaking and the chil»n enjoyed it greatly. Some of the
anger ones were so small that they
d to be lifted into the chairs.

No slip

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Balance Monthly

NEW

RECIPES

FREE

Some arc printed on thc package. Morc
arc packed inside. And a whole hookful
of new ideas for meals that save time and
money will bc sent you free if you write
for a copy of “Menu
Magic.” Just send your
name and address on a
penny postcard to
National Biscuit Com
pany, 449 W. 14th St.,
New York.

Save $45 on this New Wringerless EASY
With this new Easy Washer you can en|oy all the time, labor,
clothes and monev saving conveniences ui the Easy Damp-Dryer
at a new low price- $45 less than previous cost.
Full capacity, last Easy agitator washing action—porcelain
enamel tubs—quiet, floated mechanism -large, easy rolling rubber
wheels—new convenient Dual swinging drain-board—electric
pump to lilt water—washes and damp-dries at same time—no
broken buttons or torn clothes— no
tllAcn
deep-crease wrinkle to iron out.
▼| |
6U cas^

centrai«Uai n e
powei^x6mpamy
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 9—Final dramatic criticism tn |
Methebesec Club aeries.
March 11—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange
March 13—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 13—Camden annual town meet
ing.
I
March 13—Hope town meeting.
March 13—Appleton town meeting.
March 13—Lincolnville town meeting.
March 13—Friendship annual town
meeting.
March 17—13 to 9.30) Regular meet
ing of the Woman's Educational Club.

WEATHER

The V.F.W. Auxiliary has a special
meeting tonight at 7 o'clock in the
lodge rooms.

A clever bit of offhand pencil J
sketching was done the other day by
E L. Brown. It was a portrait of Col. |
F. S. Philbrick, and has been framed.

One cannot foresee what sort of an
exit March will make, but thus far it
has had 100 percent attendance as
a Lion.

Late bowling results at the Recrea
tion alleys: Texacos 4. Barbers 1;
Texacos 4. Eagles 1. The Recreation
men will bowl the Augusta team at
I the Recreation alleys tonight.

Not only a bank holiday prevailed j Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary met ait Lcyesterday, but one for everybody who glon hall for seWing yesterday aftcould remain indoors and escape the ernoon. Supper was served for auxtorrentlal rains which descended niary and comrades with Mrs. H. W.
At the Salvation Aritiy tonight
steadily through -the morning, ac- j Thorndike as chairman.
Adjutant and Mrs. Arthur Fox. for
companicd by a high wind which
merly ln charge of the work in this
caused heavy casualties among um
Jack Holt, a decided local favorite
city, will conduct the service at which
brellas By noon low-lying fields were is featured In today's Park Theatre
a baby will be dedicated. The public
lakes and muddy streams were cours offering in "Man Against Woman."
may attend this service and greet
ing across the streets in many places, The Friday-Saturday picture will be
them.
T»AOg maAw «(«
FAT Oil
the volume of water being greater Tom Keene in “Scarlet River.”
than the culverts could take care of
Tlie Boston Sunday newspapers
The rain ( topped before any families
Loss from smoke and water roughly
have frequent references to old dime
were driven out of house and homc. estimated at $30,000 was sustained by
$7.50 to $9.00 value—Now
novels. Some of our readers will be
so far as reported. This morning thc the Eastern Furniture Co. in Bangor
interested to know that William
ground was covered with snow but .' this week from a fire which worked its
Bums of 15 Cottage street has been
has already disappeared in the morn way through several partitions ln spite
making a collection of them the past
ing sun; 8 o'clock temperature 36. of a sprinkler system. Tlie Eastern
five years, and that he has about 1200
wind west. It will not warm up much at one time conducted a branch store
which he values at $800.
today. The west is reporting sub in this city.
zero weather. Barometer this morn
The visit of Dunlap Commandery
GOOD SHOES
ing read 29.24 and rising; Bcston tem
I K. T. to Rockland, previously allud
Jchn Davidson, first baseman of the
perature 39, highest yesterday 50. . St. Oeorge baseball team was a visitROCKLAND,
MAINE ed to in these columns, will take place ,
-----------------or in thc city recently and imparted
May 15. The order of Malta will be I
Samuel Levy ls home lrom Boston I the welcome information that he exconferred, with a lot of extra equip
awaiting the readjustment of bust- pects to be with the team again this
Timc worn scrip, used in other days ment. Palestine, Camden and De j
season. Coached by his friend —kept as souvenirs, rather than for Valois Commandenes will also bc ln- i
ness matters.
Wheeler, he is now doing some in intrinsic value—are being exhibited vited.
Miss Mabel Pillsbury reports that tensive hunting, the search for a left iu various places.
Deputy Collector Thorndike calls
she has seen and heard robins on her hand gun having proved successful.
boat owner's attention to the fact
premises at Ingraham Hill.
Ellsworth High (L C. Sturtevarr.s
An important event in local musical rchooll defeated Guilford High 28 that the motor boat numbering Act!
of June 7, 1918 now applies to boats,
Winslow-Holbrook Post has a very activities is scheduled for April 28.
to 17 at basketball. Charles C. Wot under 16 feet In length, designed for j
important special meeting tonight when Walter Smith, the famous
ton was referee.
the use of detachable motors, as thc •
to discuss matters in which every bandma' ter. comes to C.unden to ap
ordinary means of propulsion; for- !
Legionnaire is interested.
pear at the concert to be given by the
Harold Coombs ts going about with
school band and orchestra under thr a haughty air. acquiredi since he merly such boats were considered
The Red Cross flour now stored
exempt from numbering.
direction of Clarence A. Fisn. Mr.
in the Masonic building will be dis Smith will conduct one number each pulled a three-pound pickerel from
Pemaquid
Pond.
Miss Margaret McKnight, director
tributed Saturday among needy ap of the band and orchestra, and will
of rural religious education, reports
plicants.
appear in solos.
Frederick S. Hull and Rev. Carl that a teachers' training class has ,
Shultz
of Hyannis, Mass., were in been organized at Hope Comer. Five
Golden Rod Chapter O.ES. meets
Miriam Rebekah Lodge met Tues this city Tuesday overnight guests of
tomorrow night, with supper at 6.
women braved the storm to attend
day night , with circle supper fol relatives of Mr. Hull.
Mrs. Grace Veazie and Mrs. Marythe first meeting. It is exploded
lowed by a business session, at which
Ladd, chairmen. There will be bal
others will enter. The object is to
it was voted to put on a supper for
Miss Mabel S. Dorgan who has the place the Sunday school work under
loting and a program, but no work.
Thc new officers will be in thc chairs. the Past Noble Grands' Association position as supervisor of art in one local leadership.
March 15. when it meets in Rockland. of the districts of Hartford, Conn.,
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, contralto, was Mrs. Mabel Brewster will be chair has recently received from Columbia
The program subject for thc W. C.
soloist in thc work of Forget-me-not man. There were visitors from War University, thc bachelor of science T. U. Friday afternoon at the homc
Chapter, O.EJ3., at South Thomas ren, Stonington and North Anson degree and Teachers' College di of Mrs. Jeanette Dunton. will be "Go
tcn Monday evening, and presented An entertainment program included ploma, the title being teacher of fine ing forward with the W.C.T.U.," Mrs.
these rongs In the entertainment pro selections by the lodge orchestra, arts.
Clara Emery Icader. A membership
gram—"Just Dreaming of You,” by readings by Miss Madlene Rogers and
campaign will bc announced. Topic
Eastman and "Afterwards." Miss Mrs. Nettie Stewart, and vocal num
Waldibcro defeated d»'h 15 to 4 fcr discussion. “How docs the W. C.
Irene Young of Thomaston was Mrs bers by Mrs. Marian Kenney. Miss at roller polo last night. Tne Lincoln T. U. teach temperance?” Matters of
Annie Dean and Miss Irene Wey County lads showed a decided im importarce are to be acted upon a
Atwood's accompanist.
mouth. At the meeting, March 21, provement in their passing. and con- the business session and a large at
Cutler's is showing a very special past noble grands will confer the de stanly besieged the Bath cage. The tendance is requested..
value in new silk blouses — limited gree. and will be entertained at sup goal tend, "Red" Donnell, liad 62
supply.—adv.
per.
Dinner for the Boys and Girls
steps. Neil Kinney refereed. Rock
land plays in Waldoboro next Wed Service Club yesterday was fur
nished by Winslow-Holbrook Post.
nesday night.
AL. The tables were prettily deco
At the Junior High assembly rated with artificial poppies and the
Wednesday morning the W.C.T.U. national colors, which were repeat
silver medal for oratory was awarded ed in room deckings. There were 35
Monday noon
to Dorothy Sherman on the selec children present.
tion, "Hardly a Hero.” Others tak Catholic friends of the club will
ing part were Adelbert Newbert, Regi serve dinner, and the usual Wed
nald McLaughlin, Frances Marsh. nesday dinner will be provided by
Annette Northgraves, Ruth Genth the BPW Club.
ner, Dorothy Smith, Alice Clancy,
At the regular meeting of the L.T.L.
Shirley Stickney, Thad Grotton.
Monday
after school, good reports
The judges were John M. Richard
son, Mrs. E. L. Toner and Miss Doro were given by the secretary and
thy Parker. Presentation was made treasurer following the regular exer
by Mrs. Clara Emery for the W.C.T.U. cises conducted by the president.
Bernard Andrews and Virginia Rack
Aoting Manager Samuel Smalley liffe played a piano duet, “The Minu
of the local Western Union office an et.” June Webel read two selections.
nounces the following for the con "The Camel and the Bottle,” and
venience of Western Union patrons; "Miss' Callahan on thc Drink." Doro
"At no cost you may now include four thy Demuth recited “A Homeless Bad
i xtra words in a telegram as long as Habit." Several new members signed I
the four words mean 'Reply by West the pledge card The next meeting
ern Union,' you can even make it five. will bc Monday after Echool.

25th Anniversary Sale
SATURDAY, MARCH 11

Men’s

Oxfords
$4.95

McLain’s Shoe Store

CROCKETT’S

9c SALE

Ends Saturday
~ LAST DAY SPECIALS

Large Hand Painted Pitchers, each
Children’s Dresses, each,

09c

09c

19c

Sizes 7 to 14 only

SPECIALS IN OUR NEW CUT PRICE
FOOD DEPT. FOR FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Pea Beans, 2 pounds,

05c

15 oz. pkg. Raisins; pkg.,

05c

One lb. pkg. Mixed Tea; pound,
15c
Our Chelsea Brand Vacuum Packed
Coffee, 1 lb. glass jar,
25c
8 oz. bottle Olives; each,
10c
21-2 oz. bottle Cherries; each,
05c
16 oz. bot. Tomato Juice Cocktail,
10c
14 oz. bottle Catsup,
10c
Nissen’s Brown Bread,
10c
Nissen’s Cakes,
15c
Sugar, 10 pound bag,
45c
E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
Rockland, Maine

| if you say 'answer collect by Western
Union.' Telegraph officials denied
tliat thc gift to the public is a Scotch
one, pointing out that use of thc free
words by anyone will hasten thc an
swer to a telegram and therefore will
! benefit tlie public as well as the com
pany. In years past, suggestions liave
been made tliat the telegraph com
pany permit certain words to bc add■ ed free to telegrams. The one sug
gested most often is the word 'love,’
1 defined as the tenth word in a tele
gram, but the answer always has been
’ that it might constitute a discrimina
tion in favor of that commodity."

Mrs. Susie Lamb and Mrs. Anne
J Alden of thc Auxiliary of WinslowHolbrook Post attended the meeting
i of the Second District CouncU. Amerij can Legion Auxiliary. Department of
Maine, at Union Tuesday. There
were about 50 present, Auburn, Lew[ f iton, Damariscotta, Rockland, Thomi aston and Union being represented
I The Fidac chairman read thc second
j winning essay in the recent statewide
! contest, Which went to Annie Ellis of
Waldoboro, the Union unit handling
thc contest in the schools of that
town. Mrs. Lamb presented a report
i of the recent National Defense meetj ing in Portland. Each unit also re
ported on the month's activities. A
comedy skit was presented by the
hostess unit, and three girls, nieces of
1 Mrs. Edith. Cameron who recently
i spoke before the Methebesec Club of
! Rockland,
appeared in
native
Hawaiian costumes, singing and play
ing ukelelcs. Dinner was served, also
| a fish chowder supper. The meeting,
1 April 11, will be in Lewiston.

Members of the Ruth Mayhew
Tent meet Monday afternoon for
sewing at the home of Mrs. Mary B
Benner. 156 Limerock street. At thc
Monday night meeting circle supper
was in charge of Mrs. Carrie House
and Mrs. Josephine Lothrop. A
birthday celebration was tendered
Col. F. 8. Philbrick. the suppei
menu including a birthday cake of
generous proportions which had
been decorated by Mrs. House. Mr
Philbrick cut and served the cake.
Comrades Philbrick and Huntley
delighted the members with witty
remarks. Readings and old time
songs were enjoyed, also violin se
lections by Col. Philbrick.
The
“mystery package” was won by Mrs.
Lizzie French who will furnish the
package for thc meeting March 20,
when Mrs. Allie Blackington and
Mrs. Susie Karl will bc in charge
of the supper.
DIED
JACKSON — At Thomaston. March 7
Carrie M , widow of Oliver A Jackson. aged 84 years, 11 months. 2 days
Funeral Thursday at 3.30 o'clock from
residence of Luther A. Clark.
FOLEY—At Boston Mass . March
Thomas Turner Foley, aged 60 years,
8 months. 14 days. Interment In Cen
tral cemetery, Waldoboro.
TEFFT—At Mount Vernon. N. Y Marcli
7. Frederick E Tefft.
Committal
services and Interment Thursday at
Mountain Street cemetery, Camden.
SPEAR — At Thomaston, March 7,
Martha M . widow of William N. Spear
aged 81 years, 22 days. Private funeral
Friday from late residence. Pleasant
street.
SCHWARTZ—At Rockland. March 9.
Annie M . widow of Henry Schwartz,
aged 62 years, 9 months, 29 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from Bap
tist Church.
DUNCAN—At Rockiand. March 8. Ellen
(Thomas), widow of G. M. Duncan,
aged 92 years. 4 months. 7 days
Private funeral Friday at 2 o'clock |
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Vesper A. Leach

The closing episode of “The Devi!
Horse" will be presented at Park The
atre during the weekend. It has
been an uncommonly interesting
serial.

H. N. Brazier and son Forrest re
turned Monday from a five day trip
to Washington, D. C. where they at
tended thc inauguration.

Table Oilcloth, yard,

Page Thre#

and

MONDAY, MARCH 13

Twenty-five years of giving dollar for dollar values in dependable merchandise and guar
anteeing satisfaction to every purchase, we have made many permanent customers. We
shall continue to be worthy of your patronage and now show our appreciation in the fol

lowing substantial manner
TWENTY PER CENT OFF on our entire stock (except articles previously marked
down) an opportunity at the beginning of the Spring Season when styles are new. We
also quote a few of the many Extra Specials.

Blouses, new spring models, puff sleeve; colors,
pink, blue and plaids; also fancy figured
voiles; sizes 32 to 42. Anniversary price
.79

Corselctte and Girdles (Bon Ton); regular
5.00 and 7.00, while they last. Anniversary
price.......................................................................... 2.98

Blouses—one lot of figured voiles, very pretty
designs, new puff sleeve; sizes 8, 10, 12, 14,
16. While they last. Anniversary price.......... 29

House Dresses, new spring models, puff sleeve,
organdy trimmed, all beautifully patterned.
Anniversary price...................................................... 79

Skirts, women’s (all wool), with pocket and
button trimmed. Anniversary price............. 1.19

House Dresses, 80 square prints, all fast colors. Anniversary price.......... 55. Two for.... 1.00

Slips, dull finish rayon, lace trimmed and bias
cut; colors, flesh and tea rose; sizes 34 to 46.
Anniversary price ..................................................... A9

Curtains, genuine silk pongee (Red Seal), tail
ored curtain; regular 1.25 value. Anniver
sary price .................................................................... 89

Slips, Gowns and Pajamas (genuine silk pon
gee) ; popular semifitting slip, fits smoothly.
Gowns prettily trimmed and semi-fitting.
One and two-piece Pajamas, newest styles.
Anniversary price ..................................................... 79

Turkish Towels (Cannon) blue, pink and orchid
borders, guaranteed fast colors; sizes 22x44;
regular 25c value. Anniversary price............... 19
Four for ...................................................................... 59

Vests, Bloomers and Panties; regular and out
size, non-run and dull finish rayon; regular
price 39c. Anniversary price............................... 29

Rugs—chenille washable and reversible colors,
pink, blue and orchid. Anniversary price.... 1.18

Hose—silk, full fashioned, picot top and French
heel, all new colors; sizes 8*/2 to lO'/i. An
niversary price .................................................... *45

Rugs—ber jful oriental patterns and colorings
different sizes. Anniversary price 1.78 and 1.88

Hose (Gordon) another lot (H300) 1.50
quality, irregulars, service weight. Anni
versary price ............................................................... 69
Corset, pink brocade, black lace, well boned with
four garters; reg. 1.25. Anniversary price

H

Wardrobe Case, grained leather finish, real leath
er handle, fancy lined, just right for weekend
trips. Anniversary price......................... ....... .79

.89

TOILET

ARTICLES

Extra Special purchase of Corday’s Paris Moi
Compacts—
Single Compact, usually 1.50. Anniversary
price ......................................................................... 39
Double Compact, usually 2.00. Anniversary
price ..................................................................... -59
Vantines Dusting Powder. Anniversary price .29
Face Powder. Anniversary price......................... 25
Talcum (large cans). Anniversary price........ 19

Girdle—satin, side hook, lightly boned, 12 inch
and four garters; reg. 1.25. Anniversary
price............................................................................... 89

Girdle, pink brocade, webbed elastic panels,
four garters (broken sizes); regular 3.50.
Anniversary price ............................................... 1-98
Hats—softie-cellophane fabric, newest shapes
with veil. Anniversary price ......................... 1-00

VESPER A. LEACH
ROCKLAND, MAINE

366 MAIN STREET

KENNETH A. DOW

Thc death of Kenneth Albert Dow
which occurred Feb. 1 in Detroit,
Mich., following injuries received in
an accidental fall, was a shock to his
friends in this vicinity. Mr. Dow was
born in Fairville, N. B , April 6, 1905.
son of Albert D. and Ada M. (Gross)
Dow. When he was five years old thc
family went to Waterville where he
attended the public schools until thc
family moved to Thomaston in
Angust, 1917. Going with his father
to Detroit in search of employment
he was first engaged in construction
work and later at the Ford Motor Co.
plant at Highland Park, where hc
worked until December, 1931.
Jan. 28 while washing windows he
slipped from the roof and fell 15 fee;
breaking his right leg. Hc was taken
to thc Providence Hospital. Though
everything possible was done for him

he never regained consciousness and
died Wednesday morning, Feb. 1.
Mr. Dow was hcld in high respect
by all who knew him and will bc
greatly missed. He leaves besides his
parents, two sisters, Mrs. Margaret
Young of Rockport, and Mrs. Lena
Miller of Detroit, and a brother Aub
rey. The body was brought to Thom
aston where funeral services were held
from Stanley Cushing’s undertaking
parlor. Burial was in Thomaston
cemetery.

GLENCOVE
Herbert and Forrest Brazier were
among those who attended the inau
guration of President Roosevelt, leav
ing Thursday.
Penobscot View Grange held its
regular meeting Thursday night and
a goodly number were present at 6.3P

to partake of thc fine supper (one of
the best) prepared and served by Mi
Charles Maxey. Tlie lecturer's hour
was interesting, lincluding the allimportant topic as to whether or not
school appropriations should be cut.
Burnham Small of Camden was a
guest of hts mother Sunday.
Merton Taylor was home over Sunday.

|

Capt. Ross Wilson, temporarily fn
command of thc motor ship
Missourian, arrived in Boston Satur
day from Pacific ports. Sunday Capt.
Wilton entertained at dinner on I
beard ship, his sisters Misses Hor- !
tense and Edith WiLson, Mr. and Mrs. .
Henry H. Halliday, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Creighton and young son
Everett. Capt. Wilson sailed again
Tuesday for Pacific ports.

The Rank Holiday has come and gone and wr still live, tte
haven't bi cn licked yet and thc old flag still waves—and she's go
ing to wave. Meanwhile we are buying goods as usual—some of the
pretUr'l things wr ever had and at prices unbelievably low.

(

Some of our new WASH SUITS have just arrived. Notice them
in our window at 59 CENTS. Can't buy thr ma.trrial for that money.

Spring styles in Sweaters for mrn and boys at 50c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98

I

Bovs' Pants of all kinds, lacrd legs, straights, knickers and
tangles at ......................................................................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
Pants for High School Boys, longies, and they arc pretty at $1.98. $2.50

OLD ENGLISH TOFFEE
The most pleasing flavored Toffee we have ever sold.

Work Shirts, best makes, formerly $1.00 each. Now only 50c and 75c

Overalls........................................................................... 79c, $1.00, $1.40
Pretty good habit to got into is to drop in here for your merchandise
or your gossip

Only 29c pound

CHISHOLM’S

CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND, ME.

WILLIS AYER j

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 9, 1933

Page Four
she went to visit Thayer at the fra
ternity house, have you?"
Larry seemed troubled. He raised
his voice and spoke vehemently.
"You seem more Interested In
Miss Peyton than In me." he ac
cused. “It's perfectly ridiculous to
think that she had anything to do
with Thayer's death. She left that
fraternity house before 1 got there.
When I arrived Thayer wns still
alive. Therefore she couldn’t have
killed him!”
"Dog-gone If that ain't right. Son.
I Just plumb forgot tliat. I sure
did. Well, good-by. Son—nnd much
obliged."

THE HABITS OF BIRDS I neighborhood where they find build' ing materials.

As Described By Miss Ada C. The purple martin is one of the
most desired birds on a farm, or in a
Burpee Before Rockland garden, as they consume large quanti
ties of injurious insects. During the
Garden Club
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year of 1904 cold rain storms nearly
13
exterminated the specie in Massachu
w
(8
15 16
17
setts, but the last few years have seen
a gradual retiun. Rockland is very
25
20 21 22
23 2W
19
fortunate in having a visit each year Thanks Her Neighbor for Rec
ommending
Lydia
E.
Pink

from these delightful birds. They
i 29
20
26
27
ham’s Vegetable Compound
can be seen and heard in spring high
34
11L
overhead.
iO
31 32
1
Sunflowers in the autumn attract
J
1
36
r
gold finches, nuthatches and chicka“You—you don't wish to ask tne
o
1
(Second Installment)
il< es. Thc seeds are highly prized as
h
anything else?”
IF
1
38
A most delightful blue bird story ! a source 6f food. It is amusing to
J
"Nope. I reckon you've told m®
Di). Octavus Roq Cohere
|
came
ever
the
radio.
I
think
it
was
about everything there Is to tel!,
find the two top petals plucked out
!
J 44
40
41
43
from the lips of Thornton Burge: ;. long before the seeds ripen, by some
V. N b StftVICfc
haven't you?’
"Why—why. yes ... I guess so.” The keeper of a light on our Maine impatient little gold finch.
1
1 4?
48
L 47
‘/5
“Well, by-hy. and good luck."
coast was looking from one of the
"How long hud Thayer been go
It warms the heart to see. in pass
The door closed behind them, and windows in curly spring, when he saw
ing with your sister?"
56
CHAPTER VII
54
SI — 52.
53
Larry Welch, thoroughly bewildered a flock of blue birds, weary from a ing through the streets of our beloved
“I don’t know exactly. Several
city, the number of houses erected for
and
not
a
little
ill
at
ease,
stared
months. I guess.”
i53
ARRY WELCH was lying full
59 i 60
long flight, hovering over the station the birds. It is a wonderful thing to
V
"Anything special happen re at the mute panels.
length on the bed when the
and
looking
for
a
refuge.
Night
was
make bird-missionaries of our chil
In the corridor John Reagan
cently?”
63 64
door opened. He stnred with amaze
6Z 1
U
61
faced hls companion.
He could ccming on and snow was falling from dren. All nature lore seems to appeal
Larry's eyes were focused on the
ment at Reagan's companion. Hanvey
leaden
skies.
He
called
his
wife
and
contain
himself
no
longer.
to boys and girls, and the birds have
floor. "Nothing."
,
was mopping at his forehead with
66 L
6>
k 67
“Welch was lying!” he an together they realized the seriousness a special claim.
"You Just made up your mind to
a purple and white handkerchief
nounced.”
of the situation.
» • • •
see Thayer without anything spe
aud pulling like a porpoise. His
r
68
Jim Hanvey smiled.
cial happening, eh?”
There was r.o shelter available for
little, fishy eyes turned protesting“One of my neighbors used your
Thc
Massachusetts
Department of
“
Sure
he
was.
John
:
sure
he
was.
"Yes. When I say nothing spe
ly toward Reagan.
the birds. Soon the blue wings were Agriculture through the State House Vegetable Compound and had hcr testi
But that ain’t whnt Interests me.
cial—I mean. . . .” He rose,
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
"You shouldn't have done It,
HORIZONTAL
blotted
out. ai d the hearts of the tw.i in Eoston has just released a series of monial in the papers. She advised me to
What I crave to know Is—how
take it because I had severe pains in
13-Cllp
.3-D.rected
walked across the room, and then
1-A prrsan cf rank
John."
ptople
grew
heavy
at
their
helples
bird books by the late gifted author my side all the time. I cannot thank
much? And why?”
21- lsland (Post.)
SS-SUds
6-G ves
returned to stand ln front of the
“What?”
ness. Tne evening wore away and th and ornithologist, Edward Howe Por- her enough liecause the pains have all
22- Permit
7-Cnare
12-Clty in Nevada
huge detective. “I sjioke to my sis
"Walked me all the way down
37-The first fruits of a _3-ln no manner
14- Satisfy
keeper and his wife climbed the stair bush. These books are an authority hft me. 1 have n wonderful appetite,
(To Be Continued)
ter first. I told her to lay off Pat
here. I'm all tn.”
good color and can do my work now
benefice (Eccl.
24-Crowd
15- Piece of bed lir.jn
to their chamber. They opened the on land and sea birds Tor New Eng without lying down.”—Mrs. Helen
Thayer and she said she wouldn’t.
The turnkey In the corridor closed
27-Slained
Law)
17-Piural of penny
I said that forced me to see him.
dcor. lifted the lamp, and were sur land. This series has the text, and is I'i.eihel, till Milford Road, Berlin,
the door, and Reagan performed the
WALDOBORO
29-Waits upon
37-A beverage
19- A beverage
And so I went to hls fraternity
Introductions.
.l-’Jnsuited
,22- Adorn
prised to find the room did not seem to be highly recommended for inten New Jersey.
20- Abeence of sound
house."
Ask your neighlxire about this medi
3-Vestel used at the 24-Scarcer
25- Unit
“Mr. Welch—this is Mr. Hanvey;
Waldoboro Boy Scout troop will quite as they had left it. Their hearts sive study. A book which will be cine.
Better still, get a Ixittle from your
iO-Seience of sound
Eucharist
“You saw him?”
26-Consjmes
Jim Hanvey. lie’s tn charge of this
gave
a
bound
of
joy
as
they
saw
in
meet in the Methodist vestry Satur
valuable for identification is "Por druggist today. Give it a chance to help
>2-A!!enate the
.S-Dinalvs
29-Mister (Sp.)
"Yes.”
case."
affection of
day at 6 o'clock. All boys. 12 to 18 the dim light, the flock of blue birds. traits of New England Birds," with- you, too.
f7-Nuda
29- Dry
“Alive or dead?”
The youth hesitated, but Han- ,
43- Ccnstructed
80-Term
30- Rail-road (abbr.)
years, inclusive, who are interested in perched on the pictures and window aut the text. These books are sold
Larry's
eyes
widened,
and
Instinc

vey’s fleshy paw came out and Larr.v
44— 13 sorry for
3-"orsakes
31- Grain Bleeped in
W. SCOTT YOUNG
tively he drew back as though to becoming membeis are welcome. tops. Tney were fast asleep. Tlie only by the Secretary of the Com
met it with a firm grip and a quick,
46-Level
water until it 1.: J
ward
off
a
blow.
happy
couple
quickly
ext.nguished
the
There will be instruction, fun. games.
monwealth. Room 118. State House,
43-Noies
VERTICAL
friendly smile. Hanvey blinked, nod- !
sprouted
“What do you mean?' he asked—
Feb. 27 as the morning sun canx
49- Fu’l ef r.-.eteture
Meenahga Grange is Invited to light, and made their way to bed In Boston.
33-Small pastry
ded and seated himself.
and hls voice trembled.
50- Mees re rf length
'-Conquers
35- A church ta'-br.)
Dr. John B. May. the Massachu-' baling Into the room where he first
"Slddown. Welch. I’d like to talk
meet with Progressive Grange for the morning they stole from the room
52-Not.s
2- Grand
"Gosh! Son—I don't mean nothin’.
36- Before
with you a few minutes."
setts
ornithologist,
has
asked
his
corsaw
^e
light,
so
silently
from
this
leaving
the
birds
sleeping,
but
when
3- Born
54- Fart of a chip
You told me to ask questions, and Neighbors' Night. March 10.
37- Sma!l rug
“Whatever you say, sir."
respondents
to
take
care
not
to
use
]
«me
room
his
spirit
stole
forth
into
J 56-Tard'cr
Mrs. Louise Miller entertained the they returned, the sun was shining
4- An insect (pl.)
38- Scoroh
I’m Just doin’ what you asked."
“You understand, Welch, that yon
55- Mylhclonical king
5- Towards
39- Staggcr
wire for perch's, or to make cages for the light of the morning eternal
“It was such a queer question.” Brunette Club Monday evening at and their guests had disappeared.
don't have to talk at all If you don’t
(Scan.)
7-Eone (Latin)
Scolt was the seventh of the 12 chil
41-Unc^o!<ed
• • • •
sdet.
around
a
feeding
station.
A
“
Maybe
so.
I
dunno.
Of
course
her
home
on
Jefferson
street,
two
want to. I'm Just tellln’ yen that
59-Mineral springs
e-Cack of neck
43-Adult mates
dren
of
Henry
and
Julia
Fairbanks
you know he's dead now, don’t tables being filled at cards.
32-Foot-like organ
9-Consumed
During the migrating season, in number of accidents to chickadees
45-Pronoun
so you won’t think I’m tryin’ to put you?*
54-Metric land
0-Crurse of thought
Mrs. Thomas E. Foley. Edward E. spring time, some seasons ago. a long are being reported of frozen feet, and Young. He was born Oct. 3. 1863
47-Watched r r;wly
anything over.”
“Y’es," bitterly; “I understand
His home being one in which each
1-".;ved very fast
measure
49- Guard
suet
wires
are
a
great
menace
to
Trowbridge
and
Rev.
Robert
E
Lait
Q^j
d
rain
prevailed.
A
small
bird.
“I understand, sir.”
they're holding me for his murder."
56-Toward
50- Pronevn
was expected to contribute to the well
moist
eyes.
The
strings,
too.
for
nest
of
Boston
have
been
at
Mrs
Emma
”1 could say that anything you
buffeted and exhausted, made its way
167-Cal^
“Well, then—what would be more
i'3-L il.n
51- Roman : et
being of the whole, his boyhood wa
mentioned could be used against natural than what I asked you* It T. Potter's.
to the feeding station. It was hardly building, should not be long enough
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
you. Instead I'll Just say that If shapes up kind of queer. Son. Tf
Miss Grace E. York was in Damari at’.e to fly, and crouching on the to ensnare the bird. To keep the suet spent in sharing with the older
brothers the work of the farm.
you're Innocent, the more you talk, Thayer was dead when you got to scotta Monday.
from
starlings,
cuts
of
suet
may
be
ground ate ravenously of the small
ROCKPORT
After a course of study at Coburn
the more chance there Is of me his room, why It’s a cinch yon
nesm
suspended by a stout twine from the
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Castner and
helpin’ you. If you’re guilty—well, couldn't have killed him, ain't tt?” son of Portland have been guests of grains. From time to time it sought limb of a tree or a short pole. Wood Classical Institute and at Farmington
hgjs
Miss
Solveig
Heistad
returned
to
shelter under a bush or piece of
that's a gray horse of another color.
“Yes. . .
peckers and chickadees can light on State Normal Schoo!, from which he high school Tuesday morning after
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
E.
Castner.
brush
covering
the
garden
plots,
rest

And my name ain’t Sir, either.”
“But If he was alive when you
Mrs. Mary Mathews entertained ing and quietly dozing for long periods the suet. Suet, cut in small pieces was graduated in 1889 and after an absence of one week due to illness.
Larry grinned. “I understand."
got there. It don't look very nice
teaching several terms of school in
Approximately 40 members of Har
‘TU spout one thing more. Me because everybody knows that you Saturday at her home on Friendship of time. This wer.t cn for a number and slightly melted, can be poured on
a feeding shelf This will be taken by the State he and his younger brother bor Light Chapter mo'.ored Monday
and Reagan are out to flnd out who
street in honor of her birthday anni of days.
were the last person ln that room
Harry became associated with their evening to South Thomaston where
killed I’at Thayer and we ain’t got
It was impossible to identify the the small birds, but does not appeal
before the body was found. So I versary. The guests were Mr. and
father under the firm name Henry they were guests of Forget-Me-Not
the slightest ambition to hang an
Mrs.
Alfred
Storer.
Mrs
Josephine
little bird; it seemed to be Just a mis- t0 the starhnB
ask you again: When you got to
Innocent man. Now—shall I go on
There seems to be no remedy ex Young & Co., which name has beer, Chapter at their regular meeting.
Storer. Miss Marion Storer. Mrs Car erable heap of feathers. Days of
his room, was he alive or dead?"
and talk to you or let you alone?
The boy's face was white, but he rie MiUer. Mrs. Jessie F Achom. Miss warm sunshine which followed and cept the license for a pussy cat, and retained, although Scott had been Supper was served at 6 o'clock, fol- , S|T A'ri '
1 mean that If you want to help
P A
answered In a level voice.
Rena Wiley. Priscilla Storer and food brought strength and recovery', they take a heart-rending toll. To the sole owner since 1912. He suc lowed by exemplification of the work
us, maybe we can help you. If you
"He was alive."
ceeded
Lis
father
not
only
as
the
gen

obviate
this
difficulty,
by
watching
Levitt Storer.
and a pleasing program. A good time
□2
and marks of the family to which it
RtiN
“You're sure you didn't quarrel?”
Capt. John Bradford and S. A. belonged appeared. It was an alder for a few days while the beautiful ual storekeeper, but like his father was reported
“Positive."
he
was
foremost
in
the
civic
affair?
white
breasted
swallows
are
gathering
Jones were Wiscasset visitors Tues flycatcher. rarely seen in this locality
Principal Sidney Snow who has
"Thayer didn’t get sore?’
straws for the nest, the rest of the of the community and much of fix been 111 at hls home for several days 1
Again that strained, haggard day
but abundant in Vermont. The wind
CRIEHAVEN
The following taken from the Bos had blown the bird far out of its breeding season can be enjoyed with time held one or more of the mos was able to resume his duties at the
light flashed ln Larry's eyes.
“No-o ... he didn’t get sore.”
ton Herald of March 5 wil! be of In course. A Vermont ornithologist who reasonable assurance that the little important town offices. He was post high school Monday.
Clothilda White nas returned home
master for 36 years. One of his out
"Not at all?"
terest to residents of Waldoboro, as was visiting in the city at the time birds will get safely away.
The Trytohelp Club will hold a after a visit with her sister in Vinal
•
•
•
•
"I don’t know. I was only there Mr. Polev was well known in town,
standing characteristics was loyalty cooked food sale Saturday from 2 to
haven.
identified the bird, and the next day
for a few minutes.”
Two members of the woodpecker and adherence to the ideals and 5 p. m. at The Studio Shop.
having spent many summers here: saw another of the specie at Oakland
Miss Marion Teel ot Rockland is
"And there wasn't any quarrel?'
family are abundant in this vicinity,' heritage of his Puritan ancestors both
The high school seniors are busy 1 visiting Mrs. Jennie Maker.
Larry whirled on hls Inquisitor. "Funeral services for Thomas Turner Park
Immediate
and
remote
the hairy and downy. The latter
with plans for a supper and dance
“How many times do 1 have to tell Foley, for many years owner of a drug
Birds seem to keep regular hours.
Mrs. Roy Simpson entertained at
The advancement of the island March 17 at the hall at Simonton.
store at Harvard street and Naples Afttr watching them feed at a sta flattens himself along the trunk or
you that we didn't quarrel?"
cards
Tuesday evening of last week.
along
constructive
lines
was
ever
ir
"None." murmured Hanvey gen road. Brookline, until his retirement tion, they can be depended on to limb of a tree to secure its food; the
Free transportation will be provided,
hairy uses its tail as a prop while : his thought, the installation of tele the bus leaving the postoffice at 6 15. Miss Marion Teel being special guest.
tly. "Gosh! Son—you don’t have seven years ago. were held at the
come day after day at the same time.
H J. McClure is recovering from
to tell me a thing. Any minute you Waterman Chapel, 495 Common _
.
.... feeding It can be distinguished also phone communication with the main Supper at 6.30. after which dancing
get tired of my questions. I’ll quit. wealth avenue. Sunday at 3 p. m with
land being the outstanding achieve will be enjoyed with music by the C. his recent illness although still con
t__ It_ Trona the downy by the very white
the feeding shelf had been lavishly
I ain’t aiming to get you peeved up.
fined to the house.
Rev. Robert E. Lait officiating. Burial spread with grain, sunflower seeds breast. The downy's breast is of a ment of recent years. His large R. Orchestra.
Now, If you’d rather I wouldn't ask
duller tone. The male both specie '.itaried philanthropy was well known
Scott Simpson spent the weekend
in
Central
cemetery.
Waldoboro.
Me.
Maynard
Ingraham
and
family
are
you no more questions—”
and bits of suet. After a few minutes
. ,
.
, has a vermilion crest around the back t< many despite the fact that he fol now located in their new home on in Rockland,
"I'm sorry, Mr. Hanvey. Please Mr. Foley was born in South Acton, a quick glance from the window re- . .. .
,
,
”
•
.
.of the head. This red mark some- lowed the 8cripiural injunction not Commercial street.
June 18. 1872. and attended Tufts vealed
go on.”
Mary Maker entertained the Good
a flock of birds desperately
"Thanks, Son. And any time I College He was married to Miss trying to reach the shelf. Then the i times suggests the name—red headed to let his left hand knew what hi.
A clinic for diphtheria will be held Times Club at her home Feb. 24. Little
woodpecker, which frequents more right hand was doing. He was a lib at the high school building March 24 Catherine Young was guest for the
step on your pet bunion don’t hesi Katherine S. Sprowi of Waldoboro,
tate to say so. It ain't my Idea to who survives him. For many years cause was apparent—a very small isolated country. The whole head erai supporter of the louu church al 9 a. m. under the direction of the afternoon.
boy was darting at the birds with a
get any man riled at me."
Mr Foley made contributions to well glittering object in his h3nd. Joy- j and neck of this woodpecker is a though never affiliated therewith State health nurse. The treatment,
Congratulations to Mr and Mrs.
"1 understand. What else do you
The affairs of State and Nation which is perfectly safe, consists of Ralph Wilson on the birth of a
flaming red. a never to be forgotten
wish to know about that interview?’ known oharmaccutical papers and fully he pursued them, the birds ]
He Stared With Amazement at Rea
were
of
profound
interest
to
him
and
sight
. magazines.
During the Spanish growing more and more frightened
two examinations and inoculations daughter Feb. 20. The little one has
“Nothing."
gan’s Companion,
1 Miss Burpee has also kept a list of he held his citizenship as a sacred Pupils interested in taking the test ’ bcen named Lillian Gladys.
The boy was surprised. "Noth American War he was a sergeant- It seemed time to ask for an explana
don’t—then there ain't a bit of use ing."
major and became an expert marks tion. It was cheerfully given. “I j birds seen at her feeding station. It trust. The statesmen most honored should communicate with Principal
Sympathy is extended to the fam
is a formidable one. including: Hairy I by him were James G Bla'.ne, Theo- Snow at an early date. A small
wasting everybody's time.”
“Not a thing. You've told me all man.”
want to catch one of them little black I woodpecker.
ily
of the late Scott Young in their
llanvey's tone was gentle, his 1 need to know. According to the
downy
woodpecker, dore Roosevelt and Herbert Hoover
• • • •
headed fellers......... Them little black i chickadee, red and white breasted ard st great was his adm'ration for charge will be made for material.
recent bereavement.
manner disarming. He seemed so way I understand lt: Thayer wag
Miss Helen Dunbar was hostess to
Hold Special Meetings
w
guileless, so transparent. Larr.v alive whan you got there and you
headed fellers were
my cherished nuthatch, junco, fox sparrow, field Calvin Coolidge that friends withheld
Ira Tupper and Kenneth Arey
the Trytohelp Club Monday evening
pared slowly up and dow-n the and he had a nice friendly chat—
Two interesting meetings marked chickadees, and the weapon was a
made a business trip to Vinalhaven
sparrow, chipping sparrow, white from him the news of Coolidge's death at her home on Sea street.
room. Reagan followed him with that Is, lt wasn’t exactly friendly, the program of the Waldoboro Worn- salt shaker! It was easy to see a
' March 1.
his eyes. Finally, the young man but you didn't quarrel. Then you } an's Club last week. The regular game Instituted by an aunt in the throated sparrow, white crowned lest the shock should be too great,
The G. W. Bridge Club was enter
Oram Simpson has his boat hauled
In
1902
he
wras
married
to
Marian
sparrow,
oriole,
scarlet
tanager.
orturned and spoke to Hanvey.”
left Ain't that the way lt was?" session was held in the Congrega
tained Tuesday afternoon at the home
, out for repairs Guy Simpson is do
“May I ask one question?”
"Yes. . . .” Larry was non tional chapel with 16 members pres neighborhood, wishing for a few quiet chard ori0ie Wriite breasted swallow. Young who has been hts helpmeet of Mrs. Ada Libby.
minutes
i martin blue bjrdj b]ue jay myrtle an<j peer and during his long illness
“Sure, Son—sure.”
plussed. “Yes—it happened Just
Fourteen members were present at ing the work on the engine.
ent. Mrs. W H. Crowell gave the
"Have you spoken to Miss Peyton that way.”
warbler, parula warbler, summer yel- j has ministered to him with unfailing the all-day session of Farm Bureau
Andrew Holmes and Max Young
yet?’
“Good. That clears things up ln report of the mid-winter meeting of
In erecting nesting boxes or , low bird, red start, cat bird, cerulean tenderness and devotion. One daugh Tuesday at the home of Mrs Christie went to Matinicus Wednesday of last
"No."
m.v mind. Now can I ask you some the State Federation at Augusta. houses for birds, it is best to decide warbler, grey cheeked thrush, wren. I ter, Julia Fairbanks, was born of this
week to attend the funeral of Scott
“Can I believe that?"
thing else?”
: Mrs. J. H. Lovell read an unusual and the bird one wishes to attract, and j song sparrow, robin, grackle, gold 1 union. She is now a teacher in the Whitney. Jessie M. Lawrence, home
Young.
demonstration
agent,
was
present
and
Hanvey's eyes opened slowly.
“Surely.”
I informative paper on "Second Gen then get specifications for a house ] finch, wax wing, least flycatcher, yel- Hollis School, Braintree, Mass. She
“Gosh, Son—I dunno whether you
Harry McClure of Orland was a re
"Do you know Miss Antoinette eration Problems.” Mrs. 8. H Weston
discussed with the members the subwhich will be adapted to the bird. } low breasted chat, red poll linnet,; was with her father during the closcan believe It or not We don’t Peyton?”
1 and Mrs. Lovell were hostesses. The Swallows sometimes decide on a Lapland longspur, snowflake, sprike. ing weeks of his life. Besides hlf ject "Home Organization." Dinnej [ cent visitor at his father’s home here,
neither of us have to believe
Reagan snw Larry's figure stiffen
was served under the direction of
Mrs. Colby Hupper entertained
nothin'. But I haven't seen Miss defensively, nnd tliere was the brief special meeting was held in the Me house, but find a too low perch will j tree sparrow, purple finch, alder fly- widow and daughter he is survived Mrs. Karl Packard, Mrs Winfield Saturday at her home a group of
domak
Athletic
hall
Sunday
after

Peyton, and that’s a fact"
est hesitation before he answered.
not permit them an entrance. They catcher, cow bird, ruby throated' by four sifters and two brothers— Robbins and Mrs. Whitney.
playmates of Marilyn Hupper and
noon and was open to club members seem to need a running board around humming bird, pine warbler !
Lurry hesitated—but only for a
”Y es.”
Mrs. Mary F. Dunbar, Mrs. Helen M
Regular meeting of Harbor Light Clothilda White. With games, singing
moment. “I believe you,” he said,
"Do you know Max Vernon?”
and their guests John H. Lovell, an a colony, one or two room houses,,
[ Howard, Miss Ada B„ Miss Alena L. Chapter was held Tuesday evening, and the usual good time, including
and then added: ’Til talk.”
“Yes.”
authority on bee culture, well known from which they can step through ‘
I Ernes’ A and Harry W. Young. Of
Mrs. Lucy Stevenson was installed as two birthday cakes and ice cream, the
Jim yawned. “All right, Welch.
“Like him?’
ln national and international scien- the entrance, as their feet are small
these the four last mentioned were treasurer to All the vacancy caused I time was happily passed. Those presCo ahead and talk.”
“He's a nice chap."
j tific research, spoke on “Romance of and weak from disuse. A bluebird does J
, present at the funeral.
“I—I'd rather thnt you questioned
“When you were at the fraternity
by the resignation of Mrs Addle Jen ent were Marilyn, Arthur and Helen
. . . Real Throat reliefl
me."
Others who came from out of town kins. the ceremony being performed Hupper, Leoline and Carolee Wilson,
house to see Tliayer—did you hap the Hive." The address was enlight- not necessarily need a perch if the
Medicated with ingredi
'
ening
and
entertaining
and
was
re

“About what?”
pen to see Max Vernon anywhere
: were Mr. and Mrs, F. O Hilt and Mrs by P W M. Orra Burns It was with Catherine Young, Buddy McClure,
house has the necessary- depth. A
ents of Vicks VapoRub
ceived with enthusiasm. Mr. Lovell wren requires an entrance seven“Whatever you want to know." about?"
Sterling from Portland Head Light
Hanvey lighted one of hls ob
“No.”
was assisted by Mrs. Lovell in display- eighths of an inch in diameter. A j OVERCOMES BAD BREATH Forest Hupper from Tenant's Harbor deep regret that the Chapter accept Mark. Wilber and Clothilda White,
ed the resignation of Mrs. Jenkins Mary Maker Theo .and Doreen Hup
noxious cigars and grinned at Rea
"Or Miss Peyton?”
i ing pictures on the screen, photo larger hole sometimes means annoy- :
Oliver Perry, Mrs. Carrie Ripley, Eu who has served so faithfully in vari per. Miss Gray, their teacher, was
gan. "Maybe that ain't such a bad
“No."
graphed. by himself in connection ance from other birds, but to be en
gene Stoddard, Fred Carter, Stewart ous offices ever since the chapter’s special guest.
idea, John. What do you think?”
Hanvey folded hls hands on his with the work to which his life has
Ames and Miss Margaret McKnight organization and in the office of treas
tirely happy. Jenny must have room
”1 guess so, Jim."
huge stomach. “You object If I ask
been devoted.
to carry in crooked sticks so the en-1
i from Rockland; Capt. R. B. Long urer for several years.
“You did go to see Pat Thayer you a personal question, Welch?”
MATINICUS TOWN MEETING
A fine musical program included trance is made seven-eighth of an
at the fraternity house day before
“Go ahead.”
1 from Blue Hill; Mrs. Frances Hogart
Mrs.
Marie
Bisbee
left
Wednesday
yesterday, didn’t you, Welch?'
"You're pretty keen for Miss Pey solos by Mrs. John B. Nicholson, ac inch high, and from two to three
Town meeting Monday went off as
from Hyde Park. Mass., and Han morning for Brighton, Mass, where
companied by Miss Gretchen Waltz inches in length. It is true these
“Yes." Larry's voice was low. It ton, aren't you?”
usual, with no special happenings,
ecome
Young,
a
nephew
from
Boston
she
will
spend
two
weeks
at
the
home
MUM). FLORIDA
was plain that he wus weighing
Larr.v flushed. “I admire her and John Newburn, with Miss Jane rules do not always apply, as the birds
according to Marian Young, town
Thc officiating clergyman was Rev of her brother Lindley Rollins.
The most interesting spot in
very much.”
words.
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
Rider at the piano: saxophone solos are well knowm to adapt themselves
clerk.
These officers were elected:
j
Orville
J.
Guptill
of
the
Maine
Sea
ing
the
winter
months.
"What about?"
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
"Nothing more?”
by Allen French, and piano solos.
Moderator—W. L. Ames.
Coast Mission. The service opened and their husbands were entertained
"My sister."
"1 don't see . . . No, It's no Miss Waltz. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, to varying conditions.
Clerk—Marian Young.
Birds are very dependent upon a
with the singing of "One Sweetly Monday night at supper and bridge
"Miss Ivy Welch?"
more than that."
In the heart of all activities.
Amazingly enough, Hanvey did district director of Maine State Fed water supply, and some times choose
Treasurer—Horace Young.
“Yes."
Beautiful rooms and high
Solemn Thought" by Mrs. Hogart at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
class service.
"What was wrong there?"
not pursue that topic. It seemed eration of Women's Clubs ^nd Dr. a nesting site near a bird bath, or
i The Scriptural passages included Carroll.
Assessors — Henrietta Ames, Carl
A Modern Fireproof Struc
to Reagan thnt Jim was constantly William Ellingwood of Rockland, natural waterway. During hot, dry
ture. Every room steam heated
“Nothing . . . that is. I didn’t
Young and Hilda Ames.
{ among others, the ftrst Psalm, which
Rates:
(European
Plan)
want anything to be wrong I told coming to the verge of vital dis were among the guests, Mrs. Ken weather it is an act of mercy to place
Single rooms $2.50 per day
was always a favorite of the deceased who respected him for his integrity
Tax Collector—C. A. E. Long.
closures and then going off on an neth Weston, Mrs. Enoch Robinson
upwards
Thayer that I preferred that he
a shallow dish of water where birds
and much quoted by him. Mr. Guptill of character and broad benevolence.
School Committee — Jessie Phil
Double rooms $5.00 per day
other
tack.
see less of Ivy."
upwards
and Mrs. John Redmond were the can get it. Squirrels and dogs are'
:
also
read
the
poem
When
Ships
Go
brook.
Marian Young and Gladys
The
bearers
were
four
nephews,
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln the
“Were Thayer and Miss Peyton hostesses for the afternoon
“Did you tell him why?’
Building
also very grateful for a cool drink. |
Down to the Sea, and portions of Horace, Clifford, Hanscome and Carl Young.
“I told him that there was too very friendly?’
Ownership-Management .
Bits of twine are a great attraction
"I don’t think so."
Whittier's Eternal Goodness. The Young.
much difference In thelr ages. He
Constable—C. A. E. Long.
WILUAM M. VKMEY .
“You’re not sure?"
was twenty-three and ivy Just a
in nesting time. These can be placed
wealth of floral pieces bore witness
Truant Officer—Hazel Young.
"Gone, but nothing can bereave
“No."
geventeen-year-old kid. I didn't think
on a hush or clothes reel The orioles
to the esteem in which Mr Young him of the force he made his own, be
No particular appropriations were
“She hadn’t ever mentioned him
It was a very good Idea to let the
are sometimes induced to build in a
was held by a large circle of friends ing here.”
made.
[Communicated]
to you? You haven’t any idea why
friendship continue-"

<7Ag MAY DAY
MYSTERY.

j

In response to the numerous re
quests for t.e paper Miss Ada Carloton Eurpee gave before the Garden
Club, it is p: inted here. The subject
cf her paper is: "Bird Stories nnd Ob
servations a. a Feeding Station."
• • • •
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Every-OtEer-Day
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Clara P. Clark is spending
the week In Willardham,
Mrs. Molly Seavey entertained the
Baptist Sewing Circle Wednesday
alternoon.
Miss Cora Brown of Wiley's Cor
ner gave a very interesting address
in the Baptist chapel Thursday eve
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Breen and
daughter Lucy were in Portland last
week to visit Oertrude who is a
patient in the Children's Hospital.
Theodore Davis has moved hls
household goods to Rockland.
The Willing Workers Sewin?
Circle met with Mrs. Orace Freeman
in Tenant’s Harbor Tuesday evening.
There were 33 members present and
the usual good time was enjoyed.
Mrs. Etta Tee! entertained the
Baptist Circle Wednesday of last
week.
Mrs. Charles Hupper is spending a
few weeks in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hupper and
Mrs. Lewis Marshall were visitors in
Stockton Springs recently.
Mrs. Merton Anthony is recovering
from her recent illness.
Several from this place attended
the town meeting at Tenant's Har
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse have
returned from a visit in Montville.
Rev. S. E. Packard of Boothbay
called on friends in town last week.
Mrs. Earl Davis celebrated her
birthday anniversary Thursday eve
ning by entertaining 50 or more of
her friends. Refreshments includ
ing birthday cakes were served and
the evening was spent with games
and music. Mrs. Davis received sev
eral fine gifts.
Mrs. Mary Barton was the victim
of an automobile accident Monday
at South Pond. Warren, when the
car ln whioh she was riding, skidded
on the slippery road, and over
turned. The other occupants, Mr.
and Mrs Andrew Breen and daugh
ter Lucy, escaped with slight in
juries. Mrs. Barton had three ribs
broken. She was taken to the home
of Mrs. Christine Dorman in Rock
land.

NORTH WARREN
Mrs C.W Mank spent the day with
her daughter Mrs. H. A. Hawes in
Union last Wednesday.
Owing to bad weather and traveling
last Friday night there was no
Grange meeting.
Mary Gracie visited Mrs. Clarence
Whitney last week
Albert Mank of Union was a recent
visitor here.
Mrs. H. A. Hawes of Union visited
her mother. Mrs. C. W. Mank. Mon
day.
Nearly everyone in this vicinity at
tended town meeting Monday.
Mabel Crawford spent the day a'
the village Monday calling on friends
and relatives.
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The 0051011 marltet handled about
40000 fewer cases of eggs ^ring
February this year than last and
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Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowi, Earl
Llewellyn Joyce has returned home
after having spent the winter in and Walter Sprowi were in East
Rockland. He was accompanied by , Union Monday to attend the funeral
a housekeeper, Mrs. Webbel and of Mr Sprowl’s uncle, Herbert
Hastings, late of Searsmont.
child.
Rev Louis E. Watson gave a very
A. C. Smith has received his supply
helpful sermon Sunday, to an ap
of ice from Mr. Joyce's pond.
The Ladies' Aid held its monthly preciative audience.
All roads lead to the town-house
dinner at the home of Mrs Roscoe
Joyce. The menu; vegetable soup, I March 13. It is to be hoped the travbaked beans, brown bread, cakes, pies eling will be improved by that time
and ice cream.
[ The Willing Workers will serve dinMrs. Essie Joyce has returned home ner as usual in the grange dining
Vida York and Virginia Soule of after spending the winter at Seal room. 25c for adults. 15c for ohldren
Mr and Mrs. Patt and Sherman
Damariscotta Mills gave bread mak Harbor.
ing demonstrations March 4 at the
Mrs. Margery Trask entertained the | Ames sPent 1110 weeker:1 in Portland.
i where Mr. and Mrs. Patt have chilhome of Mrs Annie Plummer. Many “Tattlers" last week.
. dren living.
parents were present to watch the
Mrs. Teel, teacher of Atlantic
Miss Florence Jewett is guest of her
methods used by the girls. After school has recovered from an attack
the demonstration a judging contest J of grippe and has resumed her work ! aunt Mrs. Joseph Moody.
Saturday the new sign on the
on muffins was held.
Mrs. Donald Joyce entertained Mr. grange hall was installed and is caus
A new 4-H Club is to be organized and Mrs Leland Trask at cards last ing much favorable comment. Al
at Muscongus Saturday at 2.30 p. m. Tuesday evening.
though the lecturer was unable to be
Sherman Joyce hired a crew of present, an interesting meeting was
All boys around that community
from ages 10 to 21 are requested to men recently to harvest his ice and held Saturday night. Many and
meet at the home of Mrs. Marion they worked continuously for about varied were the remarks on the ques
Ifill. The county club agent. Miss I 36 hours. Mr. Joyce's sisters served tion “What is the most beautiful
Ruth Clark, will be present to ex- them thelr meals Eluding a mid thing you ever saw?” Lunch was
plain club work to the group and get, night supper,
served.
them started in their year's work

Miss Edna M. Cobb. State home
management specialist, will be in
the county Thursday, March 16, to
make kitchen calls with the Home
Demonstration Agent, Miss Law
rence.
Vegetables for health meetings are
i to be held Tuesday, at Simonton
j community hall and Orff's Corner
j community hall, Wednesday.
• • • «
Nineteen people have enrolled in
ISLE AU HAUT
the home garden contest. These
Local leaders—send ln your pro
Elmer Lufkin is harvesting ice at
I people plan to plant, can and store grams of work. If any help is need
Hartford Firc Insurance Co.
Point Lookout. Fred Cousins, Ever
enough
vegetables
so
that
they
can
ed.
please
write
county
club
agent.
Hartford, Connecticut
ett Robinson, Charles Hamilton.
Noyes McDonald, Steve Bridges.
ASSETS DEC. Jt. 19J2
SOMERVILLE
HOPE
Red Estate................................ $3,760,230.10
Oeorge Coombs, Herman Coombs
Mortgage Loans..................
1,695,253.00
and Irville Barter are assisting.
O
Collateral Loans..................
Parker E. ManMonday. March 13 is town meeting
Stocks and Bonds.................. 70.823.230.25
Walter Rich is hauliflg ice from the
Cash in Office and Bank .
4.292.785.H5
Parker
E.
Marr,
73.
died
Feb.
25. date and the day when every citizen
4.999.92968
Agents’ Balances..................
336.819 48
Bills Receivable......................
(He was a life-long resident of this has the privilege of taking an active lake to fill his ice house.
Interest and Rents ....
485,628.76
L. C. Turner who has been ill for
i town, was active in town and county , part in affairs of the town. Let's all
Al, other Assets .................. _________ O
Gross Assets •.................. 8x6,393.87 7.12
affairs, served on the board of se- , pe present, do our duty and have no several weeks is now able to be out
Deduct items not admitted
9 30,467.44
again.
leetmen and assessors from 1895-1914, ■ regrets the rest of the year
Admitted....................... (*5.«63,409.68
and being chairman all but three J
day recenUy the home of Mr
Llewellyn Rich went to Rockland
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
Net Unpaid Losaca ...
(4.701,190 35
years, and was t«x collector and , and Mrs D p Brownell was the Friday to visit his daughter Ruth.
Unearned Premium! . . . 32,369.537.78
treasurer for 15 years. He was a
of a very jolly party when
who is very ill at Knox Hospital
All other Liabilities .... 13,250,000 00
Cash Capital........................... 12,000,000.00
member of the Lincoln County Re 20 or more relatives and friends met
Surplus over all Liabilities . 22 M2,681.55
A hajjpy time was enjoyed at the
publican Committee and chairman to help celebrate the birthday anni home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lufkin
Total Liabilities and Surplus (85,463,409.68
of the town Republican Committee versary of Mrs. Brownell. A bounti Saturday evening when the mem
26-Th-32
for years. He also served as a mem ful dinner was served which included bers of the Sewing Circle enter
ber of the House of Representatives six wonderfully decorated birthday tained the gentlemen. Those pres
Citizens Insurance Company
in the 79th Legislature. The arlier cakes. The time was spent in work ent were Mr. and Mrs. Noyes Mc
part of his life was passed ln Massa ing out jigsaw puzzles and other en Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Rob
OF NEW JERSEY
chusetts, Rhode Island and Con tertaining forms of amusement.
inson. Hattie Bridges, Steve Bridges,
necticut engaged in hospital work.
The entertainment given by Mrs.: Mrs. Harry Smith, Roland Smith,
ASSETS DEC. 31, I9J2
Mr. Marr is survived by two sons, Frank Payson of Lincolnville and her Roger Smith, Elizabeth Rich, Clara
Real Eetate.........................
0
Myron of Gardner, Mass., and Gor club was very pleasing and had the Barter, Cecil Barter, Mrs. Albert
Mortgage Loam......................
Collateral Loan*
....
0
don of this town: two sisters, Etta weather been better, there would no Rich, Vira Rich. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Stock* and Bonds .... $1,964,180.25
Cash in Office and Bank . . 594.055.57
of
Somerville, and Mrs. Rose L. doubt have bcen much larger at- Lutkln, Walter Rich and Ava Rich.
Agents’ Balance*...................... 337,728.69
Bill* Receivable...........................
6.694 19
Stackpole of Auburn, and four tendance.
The supper menu served at 6.30 con
Interest and Rent*
....
20,806.23
grandchildren.
All other Asset* .
. . . j_________ 0
Among
visitors
in
Augusta
during
sisted
of baked beans, brown bread,
GroM Asset*
.... $2,923,464.93
Funeral services were held at his the past two weeks were H. E. Hardy, hot rolls, cabbage salad, stuffed eggs,
Deduct item* not admitted
. 103,768.71
late home, Elder Howard R. Welch Reuben Earrett, M B. Hobbs and E. relishes, cake and coffee. Cante and
Admitted
......................$2,819,696.22
of Warren officiating, with E. P. N. Hobbs and family.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
jig-saw puzzles featured the eve
Net Unpaid Losses
.... $73,262.91
Dowe of Palermo ln charge. Earl : Ice sports are rather crippled at ning's entertainment, after which
Unearned Premium* .... 346.112.72
All other Liabilities . . . . 311.871.51
R. Hayes of Windsor sang "O Love present, due to the high winds and ice cream, cake and coffee were
Cash Capital......................... 1.000.000.00
That Will Not Let Me Go." and stormy weather. Some good fishing served.
Surplus over all Liabilities . . 1,088,449.08
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,819,696.22
“The Old Rugged Cross." The is reported on the ponds however.
bearers were his two sons, Myron
There is no question but what the
26-TH-32
and Gordon Marr, Robert Stackpole jigsaw puzzle craze has reached this
of Auburn and Albert Sawyer of town and is helping to pass many an Keep Watch for the
Northwestern Fire and Marine
Augusta.
Interment was in the hour of the winter evenings very
Insurance Company
family lot at Sand Hill cemetery. pleasantly.
“Feverish Cold”
Minneapolis, Minnesota
The many beautiful floral tributes
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols and
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
bespoke the love and respect of many party were recent visitors at the State If you are “run down” or out of
Real Estate...............................
$271472.85
Mortgage Loans..................
394,419.71
condition, if sluggish bowels have
friends, who keenly realize their loss, j Capital.
Collateral Loan*.................
0
Stock* and Bond*.................
1 798.325.20
allowed poisonous impurities to
Sincere
sympathy
is
extended
to
thc
The
Saturday
night
dance
at
True's
Cash in Office and Bank . .
126.533.98
Agent*’ Balance*.
132.809.06
bereaved family.
hall was well attended and prizes accumulate in your system, you
Bills Receivable.
42,550.33
are very liable to suffer from
Interest and Rent* ....
41.018.01
were given Stanley Meservey of Cam
“feverish” colds.
All other Assets.
55,875.38
RAZORVILLE
den and Mrs. Olive Noyes of Hope
Gross Asset*..................$2,863.104 52
Town meeting March 13. Every as the most popular dancers with
Deduct item* not admitted
93,127.08
Admitted................. ti,769,977.44
one should attend.
honorable mention for Mr. and Mrs.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 19J2
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert and Roy Brown of Lincolnville. These
Laxative Worm Expeller
Net Unpaid Losses ....
$85,005.80
son Alvah visited at Birdell Hib dances are becoming very popular
Unearned Premiums . . .
575,361.14
will ward off or lessen these attacks by
All other Liabilities ....
532,620.60
bert's Sunday.
and are under the direction of Miss giving relief from constipation.
Cash Capital...........................
1,000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities .
576,989.90
George Finley who has been at Gladys Bennett and her assistants of
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,769,977.44
Mrs. E. W. Stephan of 31 KenNorth Hope.
29-TH-35 Hebron ls home again for a time.
berma Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
Irvin Powell who has been ill is
writes: — “It was recommended
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
recovering.
THE NEW BROOM
to me by a relative wbo had used
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Rose Scates of Palermo and I
it for years, and I in tum most
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
8teamer leaves Swan s Island at 5.30 New York was a recent visitor at: Oh! the fishermen are still squeaking,
sincerely recommend it, most of
A. M.. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25 Ralph Hibbert's.
J
or
Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
all for children, but also as a
land about 9.30.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Burnell Overtook But
'^n told, with laxative for adults.”
Return—Leaves Rockland at l.iv ?. m.
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30. Ston who have been passing a vacation i
some heat,
V Succeasfully uaed for 8i yeara
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at 8wan’i
......
, ,
. . . . I That whether the law be Inches or feet.
with their parents here started for i with a new man in the White House
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B. B. STINSON
We
will
have
plenty
to
eat.
130-tl Rhode Island Sunday morning.
Spruce Head, March 7.

Dr.TruesElixir

l

/
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Agricultural
serve three vegetables every day
Dairymen will be interested in two next winter. The following have
meetings to be held next week. R. enrolled in the contest: Aina, Mrs.
P. Talbot, dairy specialist of the Ex 1 Elizabeth Harding; Appleton, Mrs.
tension Service, Orono, will be pres Angie Pish, Mrs. Helen Gushee, Mrs.
ent. The subjects will be growing Hazle Perry; Bristol, Mrs. Mary
of forage crops to supplement the Crooker, Mrs. Ruth Sargent; Dres
short hay crop and pasture im den, Mrs. Vesta Meserve, Mrs. June
Sargent; Damariscotta. Mrs. Norris
provement work.
The first meeting will be Monday Waltz, Mrs. Matilda Woodbury;
afternoon at Ralph Cripps farm in Hope, Mrs. Irvin Eugley, Mrs.
Camden. The other will be all day Emma Simmons; East Union, Mrs. i
at Union hall. Whitefield. County Lura Norwood; Montsweag, Mrs.
Agent Wentworth will be present at Anna Soule, Mrs. Bertha Merry, Mrs.
the Whitefield meeting to test Blanche Fowle, Mrs. Ida L. Shea;
samples of milk, cream and skim Union, Mrs. Ida M Bessey. A. H
milk for those attending.
Ooss.
A. K. Gardner, crop specialist
Here is a new way to use vege
will give orchard talks in the county
next week at Union and' Hope. He tables. The vegetable casserole is
will discuss general orchard man-1 most delicious say the women who
age ment, including the control of attend Farm Bureau meetings. Bethe apple fruit fly which is causing Iow is given
reci**: One can
mato
soup
or
two
cups thickened
a great deal of damage. The meet- :
tomato
juice,
thin
slices
ot bacon,
ings scheduled are for Union. I.O.
three
cups
mixed
peas,
carrots,
tur
OP. hall, Wednesday afternoon
and an all day meeting in Hope.' nips. cooked onions and potatoes.
Cut the turnips, carrots and poMarch 16.
Several hundred fruit trees have j tatoes in lengthwise strips and cook
been ordered by farmers through the in boiling salted water until tender.
Farm Bureau. All orders have been Mix tomato soup with vegetables.
sent to Stanley Painter, State horti Spread in a greased baking dish and
culturist, Augusta, who will have cover the top with bacon. Bake in a
charge of looking over the trees and hot 1425 degrees F) oven until bacon
selecting those to be delivered by the is crisp and brown.
• 9 • •
nurseries. Only first class trees will
4-11 Club Notes
be accepted by him for the farm
Pownalboro Good Will boys of
ers in the State. This ts the third
West Aina reorganized their club
year l*lat this plan has been used March 1. In 1932 both boys and
and exceptionally fine trees are being
girls belonged to the club, but for
obtained.
this year only the boys are carrying
During the month of February
on their club work. There are five
Maine shipped 4.048 cases of eggs to
enrolled: President. Theodore Ross;
the Boston market. Kansas 20.322.
vice president. Walter Miete; secre
Iowa 15.258. and Missouri 14.425.
tary, Roger Dow; treasurer, Leonard
More hens should be kept in Maine,
Verney; color bearer, Joseph Smith.
for this good market is rapidly being
Mrs. Everett Ross of West Aina is
taken over by mid-West poultrymen.
the local leader of this club.
A large per cent of the dressed poul• • • •
Itry “ also coming from these states

PLEAS A fO

APPLETON RIDGE
Nelson Moody is suffering from an
attack of neuritis.
The Willing Workers meet as usual
Tuesday afternoon of each week
Hooking a rug and other work is now
being done.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey of
North Appleton were guests last Tues
day at Centennial Farm.
No High School Friday on account
of the bad weather.
News was received Wednesday of
the death of Mae Newhall Whiteman
which occurred at her home in
Stoneham. Mass.
High School has closed for a vaca
tion of one week.
Miss Flossie Jewett of Liberty is the
guest of her aunt Mrs. Esther Moody.
Recent guests of the Meserveys at
Centennial Farm were Mr. and Mrs
Alton Pease and children Richard.
Lois and Elizabeth Meservey, Mr.
and Mrs. M. M. Brown, Gwendolyn
Robinson. Julia Brown.
Speaking of quilts, well! we think
this section of the town comes in for
a .hare for there are a good numbet
finished and in thc making. Mrs
Gertrude Moody has one. Miss Alice
Moody one. Mrs. Adelia Martin one.
Mrs. Ethel Moody two, Mrs Nina
Hart eight, Mrs. Hazle Perry four.
Mrs. Sheila Hart five. Mrs Ethel
Towle two, and no doubt there are
' others not reported. So, although
! there are many fitting together Jig
saw puzzles , there are also many
ismall pieces of cloth being fitted to
gether and made up into warm quilts
: that will be in use in these families
j for many years to come.
A four-act drama. “The Arizona
Cowboy," is being rehearsed, the cast
meeting Monday evening at the horn 3
of Mrs. Evelyn Pitman for practice.
The proceeds from the play will be di
vided between the looal baseball team
and other local worthy causes Prin
cipal Stanley Eaton of A.H.S. is the
coach.

LIBERTY
Mrs. George Sprague was called to
Massachusetts the past week by the
death of her brother.
Mrs. Levi Murray is in Hallowell for
a few days, called there by the seri
ous illness of her mother Mrs. Lsabel
Edwards. Walter Stevens is with Mr.
Murray.
Mrs, Virginia Rossiter of Camden
is with her mother Mrs. Lucy Wing.

ORFF'S CORNER

CUSHING

Miss Madeline Kennedy is in 1
Mtss Avis Maloney found a live
Augusta where she is attending
grasshopper the past week.
Cony High School.
Master Howard Orne has returned
Mrs. Lizzie Shuman of Winslow
to his home after a visit of one week
Mills was guest Wednesday and
with Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall.
Thursday of Mrs. Mabelle Porter
Marilyn, young daughter of Mr. and 1
„ ......
t
v. n m. 1 She was also a caller at Albert ElMrs. M. J. Maloney has been ill the
1 well s
past week. Others numbered among 1
The community was shocked by
the sick ones are Mrs. L. S. Miller j
j the sudden death of Mrs. Flora
and children Gloria and Lemuel Jr.
Achorn, wife of C. J. Achorn, which
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Malcnev are in
occurred Sunday afternoon, after
Medomak. guests of Mr. and Mrs.
only a few hours illness from double
Clifford Shuman.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall and pneumonia.
There were 13 present at the Farm
Kenneth Marshall, with Misses ArBureau meeting Feb. 28. subject
Jetta and Avis Maloney passed a very
p!earant evening last Friday at the "Square Meals for Health." It was
heme of the Misses Maloney, with in charge of Mrs. Amber Childs,
music, dancing and vocal solos fea foods project leader who had previously attended the training class I
turing the occasion.
held
in Wiscasset. The next meet-1
Friends of A. C. Campbell and fam
I
ing.
March
15, will be in charge of j
ily are glad to hear that they are
planning to return to this place in Miss Lawrence and the subject, j
I
early spring and to make it their “Vegetables for Health."
The Boys' 4-H Club held its regu- [
permanent home.
Rev. Mr. Timberlake was a caUc" lar meeting Friday evening at the '
at William Hall's Sunday after the home of the leader Albert Elwell and
service at -the Pleasant Point school- that of the Happy Workers Girls'
Club was held Saturday afternoon,
house. Mrs. Hall remains very ill.
Mrs. Nancy BuShnell returned t< with 11 girls present, two of the
Thomaston Sunday after spending Cooking-Housekeeping girls, Helen
the winter with her daughter Mrs. W Jones and Barbara Tisdale, made
muffins which they served. The sew
F. Flint and family.
Mrs. F. I. Geyer was guest Fridav ing girls engaged in sewing during
the work hours. Games led by
of Mr. and Mra. E. K. Maloney.
Friends in this place of Miss Eliza Phyllis Farnham were also enjoyed.
beth Hagar of Rockland are pleased The next meeting will be March 18
to know that she has become able to when Miss Clark will meet both boys
return to her home from the hospital. and girls for judging contests.
The Sunday services at the Com
Oakley Ames, oldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Ames, and MLss Gertrude munity House at 2.30 are being well
Agnew of Hartford, Conn., were mar- attended, and thc pastor. Rev. E. R
i ied at Friendship. Saturday evening Greene, brings to her audience very
by Rev. Mr. Timberlake. They wert helpful messages. There is also good
attended by the groom's sister Miss interest and attendance in the
Lillah Ames and friend of Rockland. church school. Everyone is cordi
The bridal couple entered upon ally invited to be present at these
housekeeping at once in B. S. Geyer's services, also the prayer meeting at
bungalow, and thelr friends wish 7.30 on Thursday.
them many happy years of married
life.
SOUTH WARREN

TENANTS HARBOR
Mrs. Fred Watts is progressing fa
vorably at Knox Hospital.
Janitor Sievewright has bee i giving
another coat of varnish lo the vestry
floor. Dave always sees some work
to be done around the church.
Mrs. John Donald has returned
home from Knox Hospital.
Sunday services at the Baptist
Church were well attended. Rev. Mr
Barton's sermon was taken from the
6th chapter of John's Gospel, "The
Bread of Life, that upon which wc
live." Mra. Etta Snow, Ella Bald and
Allan Conary were received into
membership, after which the Lord's
Supper was observed. In the evening
Mr. Perry of Rockland exchanged
pulpits with Mr. Barton and spoke on j
the "Second Death." Mrs. Barton 1
sang a solo with harp accompani
ment. John Davidson furnished
music at both services. Christian En
deavor at 6 o’clock was consecration
meeting, M!re. Barton, leader, and
the topic “Discovering Jesus' Prin- |
ciples For Our Lives.” Irene Under-1
wood sang a solo. Margaret Reid !
gave a chalk talk on "Life's Railway."
COSTS HALF A MILLION

Why will an extra session of Congress cost $500,000, when Congressmen receive no extra salary? The
largest item will be publishing the
Congressional Record. Other items
wall be light, heat, and incidentals
which pile up when Congress is ir.
session.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co , 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381*2 Con
gress St.

:
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and Mrs. Rena Fales of East Friend
ship were entertained Thursday at
Mrs. Blanche Fales’ in Rockland.
Mrs. Laura Copeland, Mrs. Nettie
Copeland. Mrs. Leila Lermond, Mrs.
Rose Marshall and Mrs. Doris Maxey
spent the day Wednesday with Mrs.
L B. Wood in Bangor.
Mrs. Eva R. Copeland who has
been spending two weeks with rela
tives in this place returned to her
home at the Meadows Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Copeland were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Levensaler at the
Meadows.

BURKETTVILLE
Edward Martz recently suffered an
ill turn and his daughter Mrs. Ruby
Drinkwatcr of Camden is with him
Dr. B. H. Keller of Thomaston wa;
in town professionally Wednesday.
Students attending high school in
Appleton are at their homes for a
vacation of one week.
Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth has been
ill with flu.
The children who are much enjoy
ing thc winter vacation will soon be
returning to school which opens
March 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy have gone
to live with hls father's family at
North Union.
Neighbors and friends to the number of 32 gathered at the home of
the newlyweds. Mr. and Mrs. Elden
Maddocks, last week. The evening
was spent with music, singing,
candy and cigars, the guests bestow
ing upon the bride and groom best
wishes for years of happy wedded
life.

Mrs. Alma Spear of Thomaston is
spending a week with Mrs. Ada
Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Jordan were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. A R. Jordan.
The Bucklin Bros, have bought a
large poultry house of Frank Page
and will enlarge their business.
Mrs. Olive Fales, Mrs. DorLs Maxey

ALWAYS DEAD TIRED?
Howsad! Sallow complexion, coated
tongue, poor appetite, bad breath,
pimply skin and always tired. What's
wrong? Chances are you’re poisoned
by clogged bowels and inactive liver.
Take this famous prescription used
constantly in place of calomel by men
and women for 20 years—Dr. Ed
wards Olive Tablets. They are harm
less yet very effective. A compound of
vegetable ingredients. They act easily
upon the bowels, help free the system
of poison caused by faulty elimina
tion and tone up liver.
Rosy cheeks, clear eyes and youth
ful energy make a success of life. Take
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, nightly.
Know them by their olive color. 15c,
30candbUc. All druggists.

SPECIALS IN

POULTRY SUPPLIES
EVERYTHING FROM CHICKHOOD To the CHOPPING BLOCK
INCUBATORS—The famous QUEEN—wilh 30 points of merit. Ca
pacities from 70 to 1344 eggs. Ask for special circular,

BROODERS—The QUEEN with Automatic control.
Burning. All Sizes. Special circular on rrquist.

Coal or OU

BROODERS—The Wishbone—Oil Burning—Valvclrss—Blue Flame.
Four sizes 50 to 600 chicks. Special circular.
BROODER HEATER—Thc popular PUTNAM for small flocks 35 to
60. Simple—Efficient. With this heater a boy of 14 can make
a brooder in one hour. Satisfaction guaranteed.

j- PRICES REDUCED y
To make your dollar buy even greater value

than ever.

Have you a copy of our 172-page 1933 Catalog?

Ask for tt.
933

TARM,

DAIRY

and

POULTRY

B ENDALL
_____&
rtDIRAL

an.:

TLMPLL

STS.,

SUPPLIES

SLEDS

WHITNEY
FOWTI4W

MABmC
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Every-Other-Day

of foods will be offered at very reason Smith; piano ducts. Mrs. Louie Drew
lo
able prices, all home made The sale ! ett and Mrs. Avis Norwood: vocal
will start at 1 p. m. Telephone orders solos, Mrs. Ruby Kalloch. accom
Miss Gladys Doherty wqp pleasant
it.
may be given to Miss Helen Carr. Mrs panied by Mrs. Louie Drewett.
it
i
ly surprised when she arrived at the
I
POLICE dog lost—left home Saturday.
• • • •
Albert Hall. Mrs William Loucks and
'
W A tn I KII
’ Light yellow, one year old. 85 lbs. Name
home of Miss Helen Studley Satur
4
»»*>*’•*"*
, {Fritz. B V. SIMMONS, Warren. 26*28
Mrs. Robert Watts, High street, and
William
L.
Lawry
day evening, presumably to attend the
will receive special attention.
In the death of William Lawry.
meeting of the O Club, ar.d found in
POSITION as ehef or order cook want- ................It
Mrs. W. J. Whitney who is spend- ■ 89, which occurred Feb. 26. Warren
ed Beet of references. H. T. PERRY.
$
waiting 12 friends to help in celebrat
ing the winter with relatives here and lost one of its oldest citizens, a man
ing her birthday. Three tables of
in Rockland, is at Knox Hospital for who had rendered much service for
| motor. Write full description and price *
cards were in play and the attractive
to F., care this office._____________ 29*31 * — — — — —
— — — — — — — — <6
treatment.
his native town in several ways, a
prizes were won by Mrs. Marian Graf
LITTLE farm wanted, near to good
On the Feast of St. Patrick. March man who was unusually well in
road. Price not over $1000. small down
/ -—A
•
. il/
ton. Phyllis Leach, and Marion Cook
payment. Answer to Waldoboro, Me
C
-P
V In a
17. St. Cecelia's Choir will sponsor
formed on current topics and thc
R F D 3. BOX 37_______________ 29*34
S
of Rockland. Others present were
thc second In a series of musicales at.
YOUNG
Finn
girl
wants
place
as
U7
---history
of
Warren,
and
who
had
Leah Davis, Helen Killeran, Emma
mothers helper. VIENO LEHTONEN.
V W:>
thc home of Mrs. John E Walker.
contributed many interesting articles
Young. Anita Messer. Ada Coleman.
Write tn care Courier-Gazette office.
ROM
\
aBF/ ,»•
Main street, when vocal and instru
28*30
t
to local newspapers on various topics.
Peggy Lakeman, Thelma Linscott and
mental selections will be offered by
Mr. Lawry was the son of Robert
Anne Donaldson. A delicious lurohLarge Cans—Fancy Norwegian
Fancy Wet Pack
• ---- ~ - - - - - «*- •>
several Thomaston Rockland and
con was served at a late hour, and in
and Lucy L. (Watts) Lawry and was
Warren artists of prominence. Thc
cluded a handsomely decorated birth- I
born in Warren. March 1, 1844. re
CHOICE
first of this series given a month ago
LGE. BOTTLE PURE
LB. CAN
KRAFT'S
day cake. Miss Doherty was also
ceiving his education in the War
stirred much enthusiasm among
WHEN you are planning to sell your
pre;ented with numerous pieces of
ren schools. Naturally a studious
LUMP soft coal. $7 50; screened. $9 50. chickens and fowl, call PtikK ED
those who heard It and elicit
hard coal. $13 50; coke. $10 50. J. B WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland
26-tf
Community Plate silverware in he;
person, he applied himself to teach
ed many favorable comments. The
PAULSEN Tel Thomaston 84-2.__ 18-tf
Full Quart
favorite pattern as a remembrance
BABY chicks. Mass strain Reds ac
ing. and was schoolmaster several
HAY
for
sale.
RAYMOND
BUCKLIN.
St. Patrick's Day concert may well be
credited. Rapid growth early maturity
283 Limerock St.. Rockland. Tel. 407-M and heavy egg production
from the guests.
SPROUL
expected to please all local music lov years at North Warren and later at
___________________________________ 27*29 POULTRY FARM. South Bristol. Me
Mrs E W. Pcaslee of Rockland ant;
TWO cows, five tons hay. one-horse __________28-30
ers. Tickets may be secured from the school in South Warren. He
her house guest. Mrs. Dorothy Leon
farm wagon, single harness, grocery
Mrs. John E. Walker. Miss Alcada also was much Interested in religious
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
wagon, plow, one harrow, one-horse sled
of Salem. Mass., were dinner guests
matters
and
lived
a
good
Christian
and body for sale. Can he seen at 12 ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL
Hall. Miss Helen Carr and Mrs Maude
BION
WOTTON, Friendship. Me 26-tf
Stanley lane. Rockland. Me. Write or
of Mrs. Russell Davis on Monday.
life, serving the Baptist Church tn
phone H. S. FOSSETT. Union. Me.
Pillsbury.
grou
The annual meeting of the Nurse I
28-30 for
the capacity of clerk for a great
• • • •
ultry. By ton. $8 delivered Write
5r poultry
RAWLEY.
Long Cove. Me
LFRED
I
Association was held in the select
many years.
Mrs. Carrie M. Jackson
R I Red chicks from state tested, ac
men's room Friday evening with Mrs. J
He
was
married
Nov.
20.
1874.
to
credited. trapnested stock. $12 per 100.
Mrs. Carrie M. Jackson, widow of
I
Marie Singer, vice president, presid
W. L MERRIAM. Union. Me
19-tf
Oliver A. Jackson of Rockland, died Miss Emily J. Crawford, daughter of
4
8 C. R I Red chicks three years state
ing. The reports of the treasurer and
Tuesday at the home of her nephew Mr. and Mrs. James Crawford of
accredited, price according to number.
town nurse was made. Amount on
Chickens are now the farmer’s best bet.
FOUR ROOM house near Main St.. Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
Luther A. Clark, about five months North Warren, and of this union a
hand March 1, 1933 was $115 75. Re
Thomaston. $15 month. Call MARY C. TEAOUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
after the death of her husband. She daughter. Minnie E.. was born, who
LUCE at thc Lucette. TeL Thomaston
26-tf
ceipts from entertainments $307.52;
52-3.
23-tf
was the daughter of Oeorge and Eliza died at the age of 28. leaving her
BABY CHIX Wyllle’s Strain S C Reds.
man
Crcckett.
Mrs.
Lester
Greenlaw.
from fees $324.75; gifts $45. As usual
TWO ROOM apartment to let. bath,
VINALHAVEN
NORTHHAVEN
quality—the Best. $12 per hundred.
iFlagg) Clark of Belmont, Me. When husband Clarence Tolman and an
heat and lights. $5 week FOSS HOUSE. One
Mrs. Mabel Stone. Deacon C. S
_____
the nurse's report showed a busy year.
Discount on 500 or over F H WYLLIE
77 Park St. Tel 740
29-31 A SON. Thomaston. Me . R. 1. Phone
she was five years of age the family infant son Louis, and a vacancy in
Monday was an Ideal town meet mg Staples. Mrs. Albr.i Pierce
The number of visits made was 2024,
The
union Church Circle will hold the
ROOM furnished apartment to Warren 10-6_______________________ 22-tf
moved to Rockland where she had re the hearts of her parents which day. The skies were clear and Marc?, assistance of Mrs. Woodworth at the usual iUpper lonighl al 5 30 in lhc let.FIVE
toiler. gas. electric lights. $5 week.
divided as follows: for nursing. 1092
PRICE of baby chicks reduced S. C.
could
never
be
filled.
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1080.
1
sided until Mr. Jackson's death, when
R I Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay
winds were in abeyance. There was organ is also greatly appreciated.
28-tf ing strain, hatches each week, one to five
adults. 247 children. A clinic for pre
vestry.
From
1892
until
1902.
a
period
cf
she came to Thomaston to make her
an attendance that packed Union hall
Officers of the Young People's So
four good tenement* to rent. $15. hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11.
school children was held, also one for
11 years, Mr. Lawry served in the
The Noneaters will meet Friday J $17. $20. $25 month. Good locations Orders of a thousand and over. $10 per
home with Mr. and Mrs Clark.
both morning and afternoon. After ciety recently elected are: President,
protective treatment against diph
C N. LIOHT. Waldoboro. Me.
ERNEST C DAVIS________________ 29-31 100
capacity
of
town
clerk
in
a
most
Alfred
Rayj
afternoon with Mrs.
Mrs. Jackson is survived by three
a spirited and close election, the 1932 Harvey Calderwood; rice president,
TWO story house to let. with barn Tel 17-12__________________________ 17-38
theria; seven dental clinics, six of
TO MY old and new customers
nephews Luther A. Clark and Albert competent manner. In May. 1897, board of selectmen was re-elected Clarence Waterman; secretary. Bar mond.
< garage i. bath and electric lighu
which were paid for by the American
Oleason St.. Thomaston. Apply to G. H throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties
Collamore of Thomaston and Arthur he received his appointment as Leon Stone, Herman Crockett an3 bara Stone; treasurer, Mercedes Cal
Mrs. Lafayette Smith will be host GARDINER Warren Me
29-31 desiring their eggs hatched I wish to an
Legion, and one given free by Dr. L.
nounce I am ready to take them on
Clark of South Hope; and a niece. postmaster — Warren's postoffice Lamar Lewis. It is no easy job to act derwood.
LOWER apartment, five rooms and every
ess
to
the
Washington
Club
Saturi
throughout the season.
A. Ellis An adjourned meeting for
bath to let. at 20 CAMDEN ST
Tel Notify Saturday
week ln advance as to the
Mrs Cora Dodge of Rockland. Funeral being rated fourth class at that time as moderator of a New England town
day
evening.
639-J______________________________26-tf numbermeof a eggs
Several of the Roosevelt Inaugural
the election of officers will be held
to be hatched. Why
services will be held at Mr. Clarks' —and filled that position for a period meeting. Vernon Beverage however official programs have been received
ROOM furnished apartment pay 12c or more for chicks when you
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis of Chi- i to THREE
later.
can
get
them
for
5 cents Write for
let,
toilet,
gas
and
electric
lights,
$4
home today. Thursday, at 3 30 o'clock. of 16 years, until a change of admin acquitted himself with ability, effec ln Ncrth Haven from Mrs. Lottie H cago arrived Tuesday and are guests | a week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St articular* Baby chicks
• • • •
12c. HAWES
istration.
TeL
1080.
__________________________
28-tf
ATCHERY.
A
C.
Hawes.
Union. TeL
Friends of Harold Elliot Mason of Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of Rock
tiveness. fairness ar.d genial good Beverage and Alton Calderwood
of her mother Mrs. Joseph Black.
8-24.
21 -.19
FOUR ROOM apartment to let, also
Though
never
a
strong
man
physi

land
officiating.
Interment
will
be
in
the firm of Hayes & Mason, archi
humor Foy Brown was re-elected
A fine public-spirited service that
room furnished apartment, both
Mrs. Addie Bucklin is spending a three
cally.
he
was
very
active
mentally,
heated
and newly finished. MRS
tects. of Fitchburg. Mass, will be in the Jameson Point cemetery, Rock
town clerk and Frank Beverage treas hai been rendered and is little few days in Rockland.
FROST TeL 318-W_______________ 26-tf
and this latter quality Impressed
terested to know that he with a Bos land.
urer and tax collector. An able and known but that should be. is that of
OFFICES
69 Park St., heated
Regular meeting of Lafayette and lighted.to $3let50 atweek
Thr idea behind thia column ta to
all who had the slightest contact
V. F. STUD
ton firm has a contract to build a
dependable man. North Haven ls for Goldie MacDonald in connection with
LEY.
2
83
Mai
n
8t
Tel
1060________ 26-tf make poaalble the exchange ol gooda or
Carver Corps was held Tuesday
with him. realizing from his conver
aarvlcea between people who wlah to
WARREN
new poctoffice in Gardner. Mass. Mr
tunate in its choice. Ray Beverage his emergency boat service. At any
TENEMENT In Oregorv Block. 704 trade aome posaesaion of theirs for other
night. The ceremonies were pre- ; Main
sation that he was indeed a man was also re-elected road conunisSt . North End. to let. C. A HAM- gooda or articles
Simply addreaa the
Mason designed the Thomaston High
tune, and tn all kinds of weather, his
Friends are sorry to learn that Mis? well read and well informed.
ceded by the usual supper, the com ILTON TeL 986-J_________________26-tf Clasalflrd Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
School building. He was born ir.
cioner. It is reported that appropria tine boat has been in readiness to
The charge la 25 centa for one Inaertlon
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
two
Bcrsie Bartlett of St. Stephen. N B
mittee Mrs. Carrie Cassie. Mrs. Cora rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK of three lines. SO centa for three InserPrivate funeral services were held
Thomaston and holds an interest in
who has been with Miss Martha Stud at his late home March 1. Rev How tions this year are between $5000 and take any one ill to Rockland, to rescue Bunker and Mrs. Hilma Webster.
ST Tel 600 or 211-M______________ 24-tf tlona. Larger ad prlcea on application.
Phone 770.
the town.
$6000
less
than
a
year
ago.
Tn?
stranded boats or those with engine
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric
ley for some time, is seriously ill at ard A. Welch officiating. Ralph
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
C.
Lane
en'
lights, gas. bath, hot water heat, rent
Miss Evelyn Haupt of Warren who thc Central Maine Hospital. Lewiston.
ctieein in which Dr Daniel Woodman trouble, and assist in various ways.
ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex
tertalned the Neighborhood Club | reasonable F L. SHAW. 47 North Main
Spear. Oscar Starrett, Newell Eugley
has been visiting her aunt Miss Carrie
Horace M. Noyes was a visitor at
St Tel. 422-R____________________ 21-tf change live stock please write or phone
Hcr sisters Miss Elzaid Bartlett of and Charles Wilscn acted as bearers. is held, ar.d appreciation of his skill
LUDWIG
MOTOR SALES. Tel. 135, NewSaturday
evening
at
their
home.
Stackpole for two weeks, has returned
APARTMENT of five room-- and bath,
21-tf
Providence. R. I., and Miss Fannie The body was placed In the tomb and generosity as a physician, were the Ledge Monday night. Uncle
second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire castle. Me
to her home.
Percy Young of Portland Is guest ANNE V FLINT Tel. 1013-M
WILL swap Atwater Kent model 35.
19-tf
Bartlett of MacAdam Junction. N B for burial later at the Blake ceme attested by the maintenance of his Horace as he Is affectionately known,
battery
radio
falx
tubes),
new
condition,
The Baptist Mission Circle met in are with her.
salary. A fine dinner was served by has been rpending the winter at Mr of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Jason
APARTMENT to let in Blcknen Block for typewriter, gun. revolver, or what
MRS. B B SMITH. Uncoln St. Tel 264 have you. L. T. R.. IS Franklin St
tery. North Warren.
the home of Mrs. Minnie Newbert
Young.
thc
Grange
ait
12
o'clock.
Mardcn's.
Stockton
Springs.
He
Is
26-tf __________________________________ 29*it
Mr and Mrs. Percy Kenniston and
Much sympathy ts felt for thc
Tuesday afternoon with 15 attending
It is an exceptional group of church looking weU and with Mrs. Noyes he
Bert Shields returned Monday
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
family were guests Sunday of Mr
I WANT aome responsible woman to
rooms
Applv at CAMDEN 6c ROCK look
White Cross work engaged them for and Mrs. A K Ludwig at East War widow, who is herself, in poor health, people that of themselves can main- expects to return to North Haven from Knox Hospital where he has LAND
after my home in exchange for
WATER CO Tel 634.
26-tf good board and room
References.
and for the grandson Louis Tolman tain church services during the illnes- within a short time.
the afternoon. Refreshments were
Write MRS. S. K.. care The Courler-Oabeen receiving treatment. He was
ren.
zette.
___________________
22-L.
of
Winthrop,
niece
Miss
Mabel
served by the hostess assisted by Mrs
STAR INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
of their pastor, but such is the North
Mr and Mrs. Henry Duncan. Miss accompanied by his son Victor.
The fire department answered a
Boards tor a partition I'd like some
Crawford, and the two nephews of Haven group. Last Sunday morning Fostie Duncan. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
HM York \ 1
Grace Andrews and Mrs. Clara T
boards to build a partition. Will trade
call Sunday evening to a chimney
Town
meeting
will
be
held
in
Me
ASSETS
DEC
31.
1932
for
an awning or truck cover. Write
Rockland, in their bereavement.
Sawyer. Others present were Mrs
those to speak were Principal Roger Duncan and Phyllis were dinner morial hall next Monday.
Stocks and Bond*................ $4,468 085 58 ROCKLAND AWNING CO. 15 Willow
fire at the home of Charles Webb.
Lettie Starrett. Mrs. Edith Kilborn
Cash
ln
Ofllce
and
Bank
.......
419.976
07
StCity.__________________
14* IS
Danforth and Herman W. Crockett, gue ts at Mrs. Lucy Poole's one day
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont. Mass.
Balance* ................ 430.906 83
Miss Annice Oross returned Mon
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
Mrs. Abbie Rice. Mrs. Lucy Sillery
•
•
•
•
last
week.
Bills
Receivable
—
.....................
392
58
STRAND THEATRE
is guest this week of her sister Mrs
Water Heater, size 4. atvle F.
day from Tenant's Harbor wherc Interest and Rents ................
44.127 47 Gas Hot
Mrs Ada Comstock. Mrs Cassandra
as new. for a quantity of wood or
Writes About Washington
Jig-raw puzzles are thc pastime in
All other Assets ............................ 13.643 69 good
Martha Watts.
coal
for
trucking service or rash.
she
was
guest
of
her
brother
Dr.
,
Washburn. Mrs. Susie Newbert. Mrs
In his spare time from his duties North Haven* Several local men are
A famous old Southern racing
Mrs. Virgil Payson arrived Tues
Oross Assets ...................... $5,377 132 22 Heater good as new Apply Nell S. Perry,
Leroy
Gross.
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
Office, Cl'.y.
Margaret Davis. Mrs. Abbie Mont
Deduct items not admitted . 247.977 86
day from Pownal to spend a few town is the scene of "From Hell to at the Congressional Library Alton rawing them out and having little
____________________________ 14*18
Misses Norma Gray and Rebecca
gomery. Mrs. Olive Brasier. Mrs. lada
THREE AND ONE-HALF tons hay.
..... $5,129,154 36
days with her family here. She will Heaven.' drama coming Friday and Calderwccl has been seeing Washing- 1 difficulty in placing their product Arey entertained Saturday night at I Admitted
baby’s stroller, crib and pen. exchange
Newer mb?, Mrs. Abbie Shaw.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Saturday, and the running of a ton. D. C.. and to h.s North Haven Flcyd Dur.can has them both for sale
for
washing machine or sew
return
today.
thc home ol the latter. Lunch was J Net Unpaid Losses ........ . ...... $239 431 85 ing lumber,
The no school whistle sounded out j
machine. C. E GROTTON, 138
1.862 272 13 Camden St.____________
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Davis, ac great Derby the motivation for its friends has sent many Intels..tn,g and to rent. Foy Brown also has an served and games played. Others Unearned Premiums .....
29*31
at 8 a. m. Wednesday morning on
•All other Liabilities . ..... 870 062 81
cqit.pment.
companied by Frank Davis, motored action. The picture, however, con de enptions of buildings and other
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will
Cash Capital
1 OCX) 000 00
present
were
Mary
Osgood.
Carolyn
account of the heavy rain.
Among those present at thc town
Surplus over all Liabilities
1.157.367 57 exchange right. P. O BOX 441, City.
cerns itself more with the effect of places of interest, and of them h"
Music at the Baptist Church Sun Tuesday to Waterville where they the Derby on a group of people of di
meeting and taking an active interest Calderwood. Ivan Nickerson, Charles Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,129,154 36 __________________________________ 14*16
-lilts:
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
Baum, Sven Swanson and Carl Wilday morning will be the anthem.
* Includes Contingency Reserve of new Addressograph complete, standard
versified backgrounds and circum
"One of the first places visited was in its business were C. S. Staples and
$743 234 52
; liams.
FI Addressograph No 32332 for M plates,
"The Earth Is the Lord's." Hamilton; Davis.
Will
Sampson
ROBERTS & VEAZIE. Inc.
foot power selector to work with dupli
Miss Shirley Payson was a recent stances than with tbe Derby itself. the Folger-Shakespeare building.
M F LOVEJOY. Mgr
The Island Players will, present
"Jesus Saviour Pilot Me," male voices:
cator, Hat ent elope plate No 2 less regu
Mrs Winn Ames and daughter
The story centers around eleven ' The entire building is devoted to
29-Th-35 lar envelope plate: 50 sets B plain tabs;
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
“What About Betty.” at Memorial
Alton Foster. Ray Perry. Alfred
one Ol Graphotype No. 100S4 for M plates
people,- who come from various parts Shakespeare's works, first editions Dorothy are expected home this week
No 10 type, 44 tap carriage for style M
hall March 17.
Strout, Raymond Greene. William Leach at Union.
ar.d
both
are
much
unproved
in
plates .complete with metal stand, copy
cf the country to witness the race. i many «cf them, the original imple
St.
Oeorge
Lodge.
F.
&
A
M..
was
Hilton
Young
returned
from
Rock

Smith. Jr., Edward Newcombe. Nor
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
Each stakes his entire career on its ments used in his drama,, and all health. Friends will be glad to wel
punches: 30 model B drawers; 10.000
duly
inspected
Monday
evening
by
land
Monday.
man Wolf. W. B. Holder. Forrest
come
them
home
to
North
Haven.
style
M blank platea. stub sec : 7 013
results, and yet each bets on a dif- the rest that goes with Shak> speare.
Krys made to order. Keys maoe
style M plates, bottom sects; 7 000 style
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson of
Grafton; baritone solo, Raymond K D.D.G.M. John Mitchell of Friend
to fit locks when original keya are
M blank plates, top sects ; 5.000 frames,
i
ferent
horse.
The
architecture
of
the
building
is
style M. shifting: one lister; one SBC
Camden are guests of their daughGreene; response. "Lord Have Mercy. ' ship. Visitors were present from
loat. House. Office or Car. Code
GROSS NECK
As the race draws near, the lives | really beautiful.
olive green cabinet; one base This ma
books provide keya for all locks
, ter Mrs. Fritz Johnson.
Miss Irene Young was pianist at Thomaston and Rcckport lodges.
chine Is brand new and can be bought
The
'Pantheon
de
la
Guerre'
Is
a
without bother.
Scissors and
at one-half the actual price: and can be
Miss Pauline Starrett has had the and thoughts of these eleven are
the :neeting of Forgetmenot Chapter
Mir? Evelyn Waltz, a teacher in ’ Miss Beulah Gilchrist returned
seen at this office any time Address
cyclorama
of
the
World
War
and
its
Knives
Sharpened.
curiously
tangled
together,
though
N. S. Perry. COURIER-GAZETTE. RockO.ES.. at South Thomaston Tuesday telephone installed, number 9-12.
Rockville, Conn., has been spending Monday from a visit with her sis
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*
land. Me.
24*31
each sees the turn in his own for
Sunday
guests
of
Mrs.
Louie
Drewevening, and also piano soloist.
ter Mrs. Katherine Waterman, who
a
week
with
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
• • • •
i ett were Mrs. Martha Cogan and tunes ln the shape cf a different no other reason than the Immensity Alden Waltz.
is a patient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Charlotte Gray, Mrs. Ednah Mrs. Isadcre dc Winter of Thomas : horse. The picture reaches a power cf it. It is 402 feet long, 45 feet hi.',
Regular meeting of Marguerite
Mrs. Alfred Waltz visited hCT sister
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
and
eight
tons
in
weight.
It
required
ful
climax
during
the
running
of
Smith, Mrs. Anna Brasier. Mrs. Edna ton.
Mrs.
Mrrtlc
Booth.
Monday
at
Chapter.
O.E.S.. was held Monday
Telephone 7»1
130
artists
over
four
years
to
complete
the
race,
when
it
Is
determined
•
•
•
•
Young. Mrs. Tabbutt of St. George
I night. Mrs. Margaret Coombs and
it. Tbe background depicts thc ac Kaler's Corner.
which ls the fortunate one.—adv.
Mrs. Edith Clark, and Mrs. Shirley
Ivy Chapter Entertains
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
Mir?
Marjorie
Gross
of
Waldoboro
Mrs. Georgia Kent received the dctual battlefields of France and Bel
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
Williams, all of Willums-Brasier Post
Ivy Chapter observed past matrons'
is visiting her grandparents Mr. and grees. after which a banquet was
solicited.
H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Auxiliary, attended thc Second Dis j and past patrons' night Friday. 18 OUR GRANGE CORNER gium. net Lhe battles, but the fields Mrs. William Gross.
26-tf
served by thc committee. Mrs. Kitty
where
these
battles
were
fought.
In
epa........
trict meeting at Union Tuesday eve I past officers being present and seated
Mrs. Allison WaJtz and two chil- Webster, Mrs. Lottie Webster and
father and antiques. Call
C
and dell
ning. The order of events was a at a special table for the supper, each
S A MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange the foreground is reserved spaces for dren recently spent a few days with Mrs. Myra Dyer,
Rockland Me
tach
of
thc
Allied
countries
taking
business meeting, an entertainment place being marked by dainty place will meet with Pleasant Valley
relatives ln Rockport
_. . .
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
and refreshments. Mrs. Susie Lamb cards. About 75 persons were present Grange at Rockland. Saturday at 2 part in tbe war and there arc over
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Simmons of J epent a few days last week with hei
6000
life
size
paintings
of
the
import

26-tf
of Rcckland gave a very interesting in all, Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES., o'clock. "Fanning and agricultural
Since 1840 this firm has falth*miv
Bath were guests Sunday of Mr and , grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Alden
talk on "National Defense." The aux of Rockland, and Grace Chapter of problems" will be thc subject cf F. P ant men of those war days. The Mrs. Harvey Simmons.
served the families of Knox County
Waltz..
iliary is carrying on four different Thomaston being represented. The Washburn, commissioner of agricul canvas is in the shape cf a tent, and
LADY ATTENDANT
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugley were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irvine
Condon
of
branches of the work, national de degree was conferred upon Miss Ida ture of Maine and County Agent as one looks at it from the platform Rockland visitors one day last week
Day
Telephone 450-781-1
Thomarton were visitors Monday at
fense, child welfare. Americanization Stevens, the following past officers, Ralph Wentworth. There will be a he is supposed to be standing at a
You to know, that during these
Miss Alcada Oenth Ki has employ Melvin Oenthner's.
BURPEE’S
and hospitalization. They are plan with thc exception of warder, filling cow calling contest, special musical point some 20 miles outside Parts with
Bank Holidays we will accept your
ment at Lincoln Bugley's in West
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach spent
ROCKLAND, MX.
ning to sponsor an essay contest in the chairs: Mrs. Lilia Ames, worthy program and Brother Fred A. Black a view 20 miles in radius. In the sec
EGGS in exchange for our
Waldoboro.
Tuesday
with
her
grandmother
Mrs.
the High School, the subject to be matron; Alvah Simmons, worthy pa ington will have a talk about "The tion devoted to the United Stat's one
Grains. Flours and Feeds at
Alton Winchenbach and Huoiiii Clifford Winchenbach of West Wal
can pick out Presidents Wilson, Her
•'Our Flag.”
the same old low prices al
tron; Mrs. Jessie Walker, associate Depression," also tell in thyme about
Eugley and daughter Madelene of doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Feyler of Som matron; Harold Drewett, associate "the good old days." Past State Mas bert Hoover, Theodore Roosevelt,
ways prevailing HERE. You are
West Waldoboro were visitors 3unday
Miss Marion Welt and friend of
erville. Mass., who came to Warren to patron; Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, con ter Cbadiah Gardner will give infor Franklin Roosevelt. General Pershing
always sure of More Value Here,
at Charles Geele's.
Portland
were
callers
Sunday
at
Har

attend the funeral of her father Les ductress; Mrs. Grace Wyllie, associ mation on "Who’s Who." Supper will and ethers.
for Less Money. "More For Less"
Miss Mane Waltz of Rcckiand vey Simmons.'
Parcel Delivery
"Attending the zoo. I enjoyed it as
ter Dolham. were overnight guests ate conductress; Mrs. Sadie Barrows, be served and the Host Grange will
is our NEW DEAL to every Poultryman, Dairyman. Buyer and Feeder
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney secretary; Mrs. Esther Newbert, have a program in the evening. Visit much as any of the kids present. I
of Grain <V Feeds, in Southern
saw many beautiful and strange ani
E. Feyler, Hyler street.
Family Washings
treasurer; Mrs. Carrie Butler, chap ing patrons welcome.
Maine. "More For Less" Egg Mash
mals
ar.d
birds
that
I
have
read
about
Miss Edna Hilt who has spent sev lain; Mrs. Abbie Newbert. marshal:
Called For and Delivered
at $1.38 and "More For Less" 20%
but never really dreamed existed out
eral months in Warren and has been Mrs. Carrie Smith, organist; Mrs.
Dairy Feed at $1.08 are the great
UNION
est values offered ln New England
side of fairy books. Some of them
in Rockland for a few days' visit re Alzada Simmons, Adah; Miss Tcna
Today that will cut your Feed Bills
locked as though they were fairy tale
cently, returned home Wednesday to MacCallum. Ruth; Mrs. Louie Drew
In line with 15c eggs and low priced
Thc K. T. class of the cKurch school
remain
milk. Our Low Overhead, means
ett. Martha; Mrs. Emma Norwood. is preparing a playettc to be given in creations. It doesn't seem poss.ble
Tel. 106-R
that some of those beautiful trcpxaJ
The State Conference of the Daugh Electa; Mrs. Flora McKellar. warder:
higher quality at lower prices. The
the rear future. A .special meeting
Farmers' New Deal is here. Nop
birds could exist in the wild state.
ters of the American Revolution will Elmer E. Jameson, sentinel.
of the class was held last week.
co XX Cod Liver Oil is used In all
"In
the
post-card
shower
sent
me
be held ln Portland March 15 and 16
The program Included several num
our Chick Starters, Growing Feeds
The Ladies' Aid is to liold a meeting
The delegates will be guests of Eliza bers by the male quartet made up of
I received 30 cards and 12 letters
and Egg Mashes. All Poultrymen
Friday afternoon in the vestry. It Is
Also a very long and interesting let
beth Wadsworth Chapter of Portland. Maurice Wyllle. Chester Wyllle, W.
with Grade A Ratings know what
hoped that all who can will attend
Nopco XX msans. Its strength is
ter from Mr. Knight."
Gen Knox Chapter has chosen as H. Robinson and George W. Walker,
early and be prepared to work as
four times as great as the Cheap
At night the meeting was in charge
delegates Miss Edith A. Lenfest, re who were accompanied by Mrs. Carrie
there is a quilt to knot and finish
Oils, with far greater results. Con
A
Magic
Word
gent; Mrs. Lois Creighton. Mrs. Eliza
of the ycung people the speakers Har
vince yourself that our New Deal
with other business to be attend
vey Calderwood. Clarence Waterman
Walker. Mrs. Ella Dunn and Mrs.
is Just what you want to cut that
ed to.
Old Feed Bill, and start today up
Jr., and Paton Dyer. The boys spoke |
Emily Stevens.
In a Magic
Mies Pauline Starrett
Prosperity Lane, along with Hun
The meeting of the Methodist La
wonderfully well. A man said, "I 1
of Warren
dreds of Satisfied Customers, who
PORT CLYDE
want you to know that was an im- J
dies' Aid which was postponed on ac Wishes to announce that she will
have found the "Promised New
Ring
—
do
—
pressive
meeting."
Others
assisting
j
count of the storm, is being held with
Deal'' for them right here.
SHAMPOOING for
50c
The Pine Tree Girls 4-H Club, in the services the past few weeks j
Mrs Margaret Stewart today.
STOVER’S CASH GRAIN STORES
MARCELLING for
50c
held their candy and popcorn sale were the following, and to whom the
On Saturday afternoon next a food
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg.
FINGER WAVING for
50c
at the Library last Monday, netting pastor expresses his deep gratitude.
Co.
sale sponsored by the Church of St.
At Her Home By Appo'ntment
On track at 86 Park 8t„ Rockland,
$1.43. They will meet March 13 nt Mirs Jennie Beverage, Frank Bever- | STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
John Baptist will be held in Walsh's
TI L. WARREN 9-1’
Maine
the home of Mrs. Wilson Carter.
age, Mrs. Julia Beverage, Mr:. Herstore, on Main street. A wide variety
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column f

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

ST ANI) FOUND ;

III A XlTm

—

CUT RATE FOOD DEPT.

„ .-S'. EGGS AND CHICKS •

SARDINES
6 cans 25c

SHRIMP
3 cans 25c

FOR SALE

Salad Dressin g

Dill Pickles

Ketchup

Baker’s Cocoa

qt. 25c

25c

10c

10c

Try Our SPECIAL BLEND COFFEE, only

BUTTER

19c lb.

CHEESE

TEA

TO LET

AT LOWEST MARKET PRICES

E

Barter Column

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.
M-U

! MISCELLANEOUS •

WANTED

Light Trucking

SOCONY

RANGE
OIL

for oil ranges

CLEAN
BURNING

Walter Dorgan

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

Advertise

Every-Other-Day

Mouth-Wash
Costs Cut in

HALF!
Vicks new
Antiseptic does
everything that
any mouth-wash of
gargle can and should
do... at half the costl
• • •
THE PROOF is actual use. To fur
nish this proof, 5 million bottles in a
special trial size were supplied to drug
gists... be/ow cost. ..a 25c value for
10c. The demand has been enormous.
If your druggist is already out, get
the regular 10-ounce size ... a 73c
value for only 35c. Use it one week, lf
you are not delighted with its quality
... and amazing economy . . . return
unused portion to your druggist and
get your money back.

l

w VORATONE

Antiseptic
BY MAKERS OF VICKS VAPORUB

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Enough for 1I Lives
to Discover Shame
or Glory, Love or
Lust, Jail or Free
dom, in the Race—

F tLL
^
*MAV£N
with

CAROLE LOMBARD
JACK OAKIE
DAVID MANNERS
ADRIENNE AMES

from a pb-.j bu Lawrence Harard

G paramount Qicture
NOW SHOWING
•LADY'S PROFESSION"
with
ALLISON SKIPWORTII

SUNDAY
“WHISTLING IN TIIE HARK"
Wltll
UNA MERKEL. ERNEST TRUEX
Auspices American Legion

WED. -THURS
"STRANGE INTERLUDE”

PAR.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

TOM KEENE
in

“SCARLET
RIVER”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 9, 1933

®SOC* ETY,
In addition to personal notea regard•ng departures nnd arrlvala. thia depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE __________________ m or 7M

Mrs. M. S. Dick, Mrs. Lucbt Burpee
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith, Mis. J. E. Wins
low and Mrs. Cora Currier of Thoma' ton won honors at the card party
Tuesday afternoon t-t Odd Fellows
hall, with Mrs. Lillian McRae In
charge. There were six tables.

Mrs. Dorothy Leon who has been
the guestof Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Pcas
lee for 10 days returned to Salem yes
terday.

The Methebesec Club tomorrow
afternoon meets with Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood. and not with Mrs. Ethel
Lovejoy as shown In the program.
Mrs. Mary Southard will be program
chairman. Special music.
The Cliapin Class monthly supper
Tuesday at the Universalist vestry
brought out a good attendance.
Justice was done to the menu which
had 'California chicken" as the piece
de resistance. Mrs. Carrie Palmer as
chairman was assisted by Mrs. Etta
Stoddard. Mrs Clara Smith, Miss
Ellen J. Cochran, Miss Gladys
Blethen and Mrs. Blanche Calder
wood.

neiife

fi

••• ■*. .».
Mo-t of the fans report quite
a bit of static the past week hut
curiously enough it has been con
fined mostly to night reception.

Mrs. Mildred Achorn and chUdrcn
have returned from Vinalhaven where
they visited Mrs. Achorn s brother.
Supt. E. A. Smalley.

Main street radio disturbance
has made its reappearance and
Ls causing much annoyance. With
no trolley cars and no President
Hoover to attribute it to. the
disciples of thc ether are at their
wits' ends.

Mrs. E. H. Cameron and Mrs. Wil
liam Grant have returned from a
short visit in Portland.

••• .«• .«.

'
i
■
,

Mrs. R. W. Messer, had 26 members
The Diligent Dames have 1 o'clock
and two guests present. A turkey
luncheon tomorrow at thc home ol
dinner was served by the hostesses
Mrs. Fred L. Linekin. Mrs. M. F.
Featured in •
Mrs. Messer, Mrs. J. A. Jameson,
Lovejoy will be assisting hostess.
“MAN AGAINST WOMAN”
Miss Caroline Jameson. Mrs. R. C.
Mrs. Lester Sherman was hostess to Wentworth and Miss Myrtle HeTrlck. One new member. Mrs. Her
the Tuesday Club.
bert Hall, was greeted. The calling
Dwight Mosher was taken by sur committee announced that 24 calls
prise Monday evening when a group had been made since the last meet
of callers brought emphatic reminder ing. The work committee's report
that it was his birthday. Also a nice showed that two quilts have been
MIAMI, FLORIDA
gift. A happy evening was punctu tacked by Chapin Class and will be
The most Interesting spot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ated with nice refreshments. The completed shortly; one crib quilt has
ing the winter months.
guests were Theodore Johnson of been given away. The paper of thc
Boston, who is visiting Mr. Mosher, afternoon was presented by Mrs. W.
In the heart of all
Miss Helen Ames, Miss Arlene E. Morgan who had for her subject
Beautiful rooms and hign
class service.
Chaples, Mr. and' Mrs. Clyde Mosher, "Carolina A. Soule," the first for
A Modern Fireproof Struc
Miss Berla Lord, Miss Olive Bragg, eign missionary of the Universalist
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates ^(European Plan)
Miss Vivian Chaples. Carroll Wbton Church, a woman who was promi
Single rooms $2.50 per day
upwards
and Sherman Lord
nent in Universalist activities as
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
educator, author, editor, organizer,
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln tne
Building
'
evangelist and' preacher. Mrs. Went
You
1 Ownership-Management 1
worth sang the hymn “Speed Away.”
WILLIAM
----- AM M..URMEY ,
the words of which vere written by
New, wonderful MELLO-GLO pow Mrs. Philena Start, whose husband
der makes your skin look fresh, tempt was a native of Camden. Mrs. E. F.
ing. Made by a new French process, Olover read "Raising Money for the'
it spreads with surprising smoothness,
stays on longer, hides tiny lines and Organ,"* from that delightful book
wrinkles, prevents large pores. Ugly “Aunt Jane of Kentucky."
shine banished. No drawn or “pasty"
Teacher of Piano
look. No irritation with purest face
Cutler’s is showing a very special
! CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
powder known Buy delightfully frag value in new silk blouses
limited
TEL. 639-W
rant MELLO-OI.O today, 50c and
124’lt
supply.—adv.
$1.00; tax free.

Can Be
Lovelier This Way

We will accept checks for purchasesjust as we always have

Perhaps I have said it before
but I repeat for rmpliasis that
Wayne King's Orchestra is my
favorite of all the music-making
organizations which I hear over
the radio. It has soothing quali
ties which would make one forget
thc toothache.

Mrs. Albert S. Peterson was [ An important meeting of officers
hostess to the Itooevik Club Tuesday and teachers of the Universalist Sun
afternoon. The members sewed patch- day Sclvool has been called for tonight
work and 12 children's nightgowns at 7.30.
were also completed for the Red
Oross. The next meeting will be I Mrs. Alvin Small of Limerock
March 21. when a noon luncheon and street entertained the Sewing Club j
costume party will be held at the i Saturday afternoon, the ladies' hus
bands coming later to enjoy a nice
home of Mrs. Warren C. Noyes
baked bean supper Those present
Mr and Mrs A. B. Allen who have were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Leeman,
been at Miss Anne V. Pitot's, School Mr and Mrs. Ernest Coltart. Mr. and
street, for the winter, are now occu Mrs. Clarence Haraden. Mr. and Mrs
pying their recently purchased house Lewis Smalley and Mr. and Mrs
at 88 Limerock street, formerly occu Small. It was also the ninth birthdaly of Mrs. Small's son Everett who
pied by Wilbur S. Cross.
with his brother Douglass also took
Mrs. Inez Conant of Vinalhaven is part in 'the festivities.
thc gueot of hcr sister. Mrs. Orrin F.
Mrs. G. Walter Kimball of High
Smith.
street entertained "Swastika Club"
Browne Club meets tomorrow eve Monday evening, Mrs. Elmer Teei
ning at the home of Mrs. Bert Greg substituting for Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
ory, Glencove, with Miss Edna King Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Raymond
as assisting hostess. Members arc to Cross. Miss Susan Spear and Mrs.
take tpe 6.40 bus from the waiting Helena Coltart.
room.
Mrs Oeorge W. Foster has re
Mrs. John G. Snow entertained at ceived word of the death of her
cousin. John M. Kaler. ln a Portland
sewing Tuesday evening
hospital.
Funeral services were
Mrs. Harry H. Brown was hostess to held in Scarboro Wednesday.
the T.&E. Club yesterday.
Mrs. Lilia Jones of Warren is ai
The BPW Club meets tonight, with thc home of her sister, Mrs. Annie
supper at 6.30 at The Thorndike. Schwartz. Main street, called by the
Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson will be critical illness and death of thc
guest speaker.
Thc meeting is latter.
planned as an observance of National
Mrs. Minnie Shean of Patten who
Women's Week
spent the winter in Boston has
Mr and Mrs. Walter H. Spear and joined hcr sister, Miss Edna Walker,
Mrs. Everett Munsey have returned as guests of Mrs. E. W. Berry, Broad
lrom a sojourn of several weeks at street.
The Hummocks, the hunting lodge of
'. and Mrs. William Sharpe, in j Charles H. Walker who has been at
Swansboro, N. C. Mrs. Munsey on thc j Knox Hospital for several weeks is
way home was guest for a few days ] now at his home. 96 Limercck street.
of Dr. and Mrs. Sharpe ln New York
Mrs. May Hatch of Friendship is
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter Jr., visiting Mrs. Elonia Tuttle. Broad
of Broadway, have as guest Mrs. Wil way.
bur F. Senter of Brunswick.
The meeting of the Chummy Club
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald re Tuesday evening was a birthday
turned Tuesday from a visit in observance for Mrs. Velma Marsh.
Jamaica, Long Island. N. Y., with Mr^ Pearl Look was hostess. Sup
her sister, Mrs. A. L. Dunlop. They per was served, with a birthday cake
were joined by their brother, Gardner occupying the place of honor. Win
J. Gwinn of Seattle, thc reunion be ners were Mrs. E. W. Freeman and
ing a very happy one.
Mrs. Adelma Mullen. Mrs. Marsh
was presented with a gift.
Mrs. A. D. Morey won bridge hon
ors when the P.&T. Club was enter
Thc March meeting of the Univer
tained Tuesday by Mrs. John Beaton. salist Mission Circle, at the home of

HOTEL URMEY

Bargains are bargains no matter what the money
situation Is. In New York yesterday a crowd of
women were so eager to get into a store that was
holding a bargain sale that they broke two large
plate glass windows and 13 women were injured.
Apparently the bank holiday is only a minor thing,
in the opinion of American shoppers. The bargain
h> the thing. When such Incidents as this are avail
able, how can anyone doubt that the spirit of the
American people will see them through to happy
days?—Boston Post. March 8.

AT SENTER CRANE’S

The Charity Club has luncheon to
day at the home of Mrs. David Tal
bot..

The Sunshine Society served dinner to 60 under privileged children
Tuesday at the Methodist vestry. The
tables were prettily decorated in crepe
paper, and the substantial meal con
sisted of pot roast, vegetables and pie.
Each child was presented with a bag
of candy. Mrs. Austin Smith as
chairman was assisted by a larg? and
efficient corps of workers.

THE RUSH FOIL BARGAINS

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Miss Lenore Benner gave a smali
dinner party Tuesday night, honoring
Miss Gladys Bowen’s birthday. A
birthday cake occupied a prominent
Mrs. Margaret Benner and Mrs. place on the table. Miss Bowen re
George T. Stewart went to Boston ceived many nice gifts.
yesterday called by the serious Ulrica
The Parent-Teacher Association
of Mrs. Benner's daughter, Mrs. Ber
meets
Monday evening at 7.30 at the
tha Lawson of Lexington. Mass. Mrs.
Lawson is In a Boston hospital in the High School auditorium. There wUl
be a special speaker and music.
care of two nurses and two doctors.

NOW SHOWING
JACK IIOLT

Mabel H. Holbrook

Page Sevefl

“Moonshine and Honeysuckle'
which has been given over WEEI
for many months at 2.30 p. m.
Sunday has been changed to 1.30
Sunday.

Continuing his aeries nf piano
recitals over the air, Josef
Lhevinne, famous pianist, will
play the second and thiid move
ments of the Beethoven Con
certo No. 1 in C major in his pro
gram over WB7. tonight at 11.30.

Ethel Barrymore, one of the
theatre's 1 outstanding celebri
ties, will appear with Edwin C.
Hill on “The Inside Story" pro
gram over WNAC
night at 9.30.
*•**♦*•••

Dr. Waiter
of Ametiean

1

Our Spring Sale of Curtains and Draperies
Starts Saturday morning—Never Have
We Offered Such Values
Real Irish Point

Scranton Nets

LACE CURTAINS

Beautiful Filets or Shantungs

30 in. x 2'/i long

North American
LACE CURTAIN
28" x 2'/,
Regular $1.00 Nets

1.00,1.29 to 2.98

$1.00 pair

$

89c

Every Pattern New

•

Long Marquisette
CURTAIN'S
I’icol edge on wide ruffle: very
fine. They look like $2.00 cur
tains.
Ivory or beige—36" x 2%

Cottage Sets

New Side Drapes

IN NEW PLAIDS
Sperial purchase in line Cot
tage Sets. Gold. Blue. Green.

Full length and width, like
cut; lined with xateen.
Blue, Gold, Rust. etc.

79c

$1.98 pair

$1.00

tomorrow

Coty’s New Special
PAY ONLY FOR THE FACE
POWDER—THE PERFUME IS
COTY'S GIFT
In this exquisite set. decorated
in cream and orange, you receive
a standard size box of Coty Face
Powder in your own tone, and a
delightful flacon of perfume—
thc gift of Coty.

Damrosch, dean
conductors, will

demonstrate that animaLs have
always played important roles in
music during his NBC Music
Appreciation Hour over both
WEEI and WBZ at 11 a. m. to
morrow.

YOU PAY ONLY FOR
THE FACE POWDER!

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

$1.00

Some Interesting Topics In Psychol
ogy Study For Next Meeting

The Educational Club discussion
in psychology for March 17 at G.A.R.
hall with picnic supper or box lunch
at 6. has to do with achievement prob
lems. From which state of mind
does the average individual derive
the greater kick and thrill, the great
est inner satisfaction. Shall he en
47 inches Ions
courage the do and dare spirit, to re
fuse to be whipped even lf he docs
Adjustable Straps
burst a blood vessel and make count
V Park—Silhnuette
less enemies in the attempt to work
Lace Top and Bottom
for some worthy end or shall he "take
it easy," occupy a rocking chair on
While, Tea Ron-, Flesh
the sidelines while ridiculing the per
spiring masses inside the ring?
And as to betterment movements:
Shall he exact 100% earnest effort of
Can you imagine getting so
himself for the sake of thc inner sat
much for your money?
isfaction this endeavor never fails to
Clever
suits, many of them
give or shall he excuse himself, seek
with bands of fox on the
and find habit of chronic leaners,
who shirk, dodge, and pass the buck,
sleeves. In your favorite
as to community enterprises until all
Spring shades.
shriveled up with self-distrust? How
about Lincoln and Washington? By
which course will a man make the
greatest hit with his Creator and
FULL FASHIONED
GencraJ Manager? If he won't or
can’t lead, ls he quick and cheerful to
of Hob-nail Glass
Only a few left at
follow leadership?
ware with parehChiffon,
39c
It was Theodore Roosevelt who
this bargain price
mont shade Crys Service,
45c
said: “I am only an average man. but
tal. Rose, Green
All new spring shades
by George. I work harder at it than
Although these are
the average man does." That was
called irregulars and so
cold, its hard to find
“Teddy."
Complete with
anything the matter
Lowell said: “Once to every man
shade
with them
and nation comes thc moment to de
cide for the good or evil side." In
SENTER CRANE
other words “for the active or pas
sive life."
I Rev. Leroy A. Campbell officiating, i happy one. Ice cream and cake were
CAMDEN
Members enjoy these debates and
and interment will be in the Fountain- J served during thc evening and two
agree with G. K. Chesterton that
I large birthday cakes adorned with
Dr. and Mrs. Walter P. Conley have Bickmore lot.
“There are no uninteresting things.
returned from Fruitland Park. Fla.,
Harold Corthell, Fessenden W. Mil j flags, added to the attractive table
There are only uninterested people "
where they spent several weeks with ler, J. H. Hobbs and Oscar Emcry The afternoon and evening were de
How can that class be aroused?
his parents. Mr and Mrs. James Con have returned from Washington, D lightfully spent and Mrs Pullen was
ley. In Boston Dr. Conley attended C.. where they attended the inaugura deluged with good wishes.
North Station
SIMONTON
the convention of the New England tion ceremonies.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Vou can buy
BOSTON
There will be a “Vegetable for Council of Optometrists at Hotel sut
; copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Mrs Arthur Ames entertained the home news, at the Old South New
Health' meeting of thc Farm Bureau ler.
i Agency, Washington St., next Old South
500
at Community hall, March 14, ac
Thc Girls' Friendly Society mot Tuesday Contract Club this week at Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284
I Tremont 8t.
hcr
home
on
Harden
avenue.
10.30 a. m. In the morning different Wednesday afternoon in thc parish
I________________________________
ROOMS
Thc opera house was well filled
recipes arc to be prepared and “get house of St. Thomas Church.
WthBATH
ting the most out of the winter vege
Thc Round Table meeting of thc Tuesday night when "Gram" was pretables," will be the subject for thc First Congregational Church sched | sented by a cast headed by Adelyn
a5s
afternoon. Miss Jessie Lawrence, uled' for last evening, has been post Bushnell and Marshall Bradford, and
the play was greatly enjoyed.
home demonstration agent, will have poned until March 15.
charge of the meeting.
Mrs. Alice Kennedy, president of
Lucy, widow of George Gerry, 97.
MIAMI, FLORIDA
U EXIRA KRSON
died Monday night at the home of her Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
e most Interesting spot In
» Eastern Hemisphere dur
daughter, Mrs. Gorham Dean. Sea the G.A.R., entertained Tuesday at
ing the winter months.
street,. She was born at North Haven. her home on Mountain street, in
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Services were held Wednesday aft honor of the 84th birthday anniver
FOR
In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
ernoon from Good's funeral home. sary of Mrs. Clara Pullen. At 4.30
class service.
dinner was served, and besides Mrs.
Rev. Leroy A. Campbell officiating.
Ixacutlve Office
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
HOTEL MANGER
Bring in all your Old Gold Scrap—
Word was received in Camden Pullen, present were Col, Fernando
Rates; (European Plan)
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
White Gold—Green Gold—any
Single rooms $2.50 per day
Tuesday of the death at Mount Ver Philbrick of Rockland, who passed his
upwards
thing.
Please tend------ Recopnilion Cards
non, N. Y., of Frederick E Tefft. De 89th milestone March 3, Mrs. Telia
Double rooms $5.00 per day
Like Finding Money
for use by friends ond myself. No
upwards
ceased was well known in Camden Salisbury 82, and Mrs. Mabel Whyte,
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln the .
obligation.
Building
where he spent many summers. His who is convalescing from' a severe
1
Ownership-Management
3
Namewife was formerly Miss Mary Bick- , illness. In thc evening 17 members of
.WILLIAM M. URMEY,
JEWELLER
StreetROCKLAND
MAINE more of this place. Committal serv the G.A.R. ladies arrived to surprise
Opposite Strand Theatre
ices will be conducted at Ihe Mountain Mrs. Pullen and they succeeded. They
Cite
28-30
Street cemetery today, Thursday, were in costume and the affair was a

Here's the Last Word in Slips

PURE SILK

SLIPS

SUITS and COATS

is Our Bargain Attic
Always Busy?
Silk Hosiery

98c

WinterCoats

$5

MANGER

CASH WAITING

YOUR OLD GOLD

Carl E. Morse

S

HOTEL URMEY
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FORTY-NINE IMMORTALS
one stood watch. 1 was selected to
public schools; but as the pupils are
TO MILDRED EMERSON
11 IE MARCH "VOX"
stand the flrst watch of two hours,
adults, the method of instruction
Former Rockland Song Bird Ten- I Jj
puzJ7Craze HitS must or at least should differ some College Professor Picks Men and
if nothing disturbed, but to stand
AT THE CAPITOL
Women Whose Names Will Live
6
. what to that established order of
dered Birthday Dinner In New,
within
reach
of
the
others,
to
wake
Col. F. S. Philbrick Didn’t Find All His Peril In Wartime
State
Prison
—
Minstrel
50
Years
York
them instantly, tf need' arose.
teaching in the public schools.
If You Think So, Read This
Dr. David S. Muzzy, professor of
There was a huge log lying on
Show This Month
There were 27 commitments to the
Mildred (Clark) Emerson, a forour post, left from a recently cleared
prison in February, leaving a total American history at Columbia Uni
, mer Rockland girl who has long been
versity and author of widely used
The
March
issue
of
Vox,
published
'
population
of 294.
forest.
They
lay
down
behind
this
ly and straight, Shep driving the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
prominent in New York's world of monthly by the inmates of the Maine
school
text-books, says there arc 49
log,
while
I
climbed
on
it
directly
Thanks
are
extended
to
donors
of
I have been asked to write of some herd away from us. Then my ox j
music was tendered a birthday din State Prison is a furthet credit to books, including the State Library, Americans of this generation who
of the unusual things I have seen or slowed to a gallop, a trot and a walk. over them. The log was at least three
ner at Wivel Restaurant, 254 West Editor L' Italien and his staff.
would figure in history as written 50
which contributed 200.
I stopped the pony, got off, tight feet in diameter. About 200 feet
taken part in as I have wandered
54th street. New York city, Feb. 27,
“Why not be sure you've got your, The jig-saw puzzle craze has hit i years from now. His list follows
around In my travels. So I will just ened' the girth, mounted, but then from and in front of me was a dense
and on that occasion the appended criminal before you throw the word the prison, and here, there and
Woodrow Wilson, William E.
touch some of the high spots as they did not know where to look for home. young growth. At about 10 p. m. a
poem written by Valentine Havens ' at him?' asks the leading editorial, everywhere one sees them. Twitchell Borah, Charles E. Hughes, Oliver
gun
cap.
(percussion
cap)
exploded
I
was
lost,
but
the
pony
was
not.
He
come to mind. I have been in some
was read to an appreciative group of which adds that there are many in made a real hard one of 300 pieces.
Wendell Holmes. Louis D. Brandeis,
30 of these United States. Have took charge and inside one hour directly in flront of me in those
guests:
prison who have no criminal ten
Herbert Hoover, Morris Sheppard,
bushes.
The
minstrel
show
will
positively
boated, bathed and crossed about took me home and herde'd the steer
TO MILDRED
dencies.
Henry Cabot Lodge, George W. Nor
So loud was it tliat it awakened
take place this month.
all1 of the principal rivers of the New into my corral. Shep arriving flve
’Twas in the rock-bound State of
A page is devoted to Rev. J. C.
ris, Ar.i.ew Mellon, William Jen
Maine,
my
buddies,
also
the
ten
men
Sympathy
is
extended
to
Dr.
England States. I have viewed or minutes later.
And not so many years ago.
MacDonald's contribution — "A Safe Campbell in his recent bereavement. nings Bryan, Newton D. Baker, Gen.
and
officers
on
the
post
at
our
right
That
there
was
born
a
maiden
fair.
I
had
been
in
the
saddle
five
or
been in sight of the great lakes:
Whom I am very proud to know;
Captain," and G. L. Leavitt uses the
Robert Clark caught two fingers in Leonard Wood, Elihu Root, Alfred
Of course, she's grown a bit since
swam in or crossed the rivers Ohio, six hours. A new experience to me —the reserve. They sent a detail
i pastor's definition of a violin as the a planer.
E. Smith, Charles G. Dawes, Col. E,
then.
over
to
us
post
haste,
thinking
we
Mississippi, Missouri, Platte. Ar-! two months be fort-. Did you ever
Both in her stature and in grace,
1 M. House.
I text for an interesting bit of phiwere
assaulted.
Investigation
led
by
And
many
are
the
loyal
friends
kansas. Colorado. St. Lawrence, and , “ride and tie?" It's done this way.
Continued From Page One)
Who love the smile on Mildred's I losophy.
Thomas A. Edison, Robert A.
face;
have been towed across the Elkhorn i Two men. one horse. One man rijies the lieutenant, resulted in the be
OLD AGE PENSIONS
Before the gods had sent her forth
School opened the latter part of
Millikan. A. A. Michelson, Charles
lief
that
a
Rebel
bushwhacker
had
river, nude, holding on the tail of a 1 a short distance, gets off. pickets the
To mingle with the earthly throng.
ance committee, was accepted. Th •
: November with an enrolment of 36.
Steinmetz, the Wright brothers, Dr.
They added just one other grace.
swimming horse. Half a mile, no i horse, fastens him with a lariat and crept to the edge of the bushes with resold needed a two-thirds voteThe lovely golden gift of song;
California. Colorado. Delaware. Irving Langmuir, the Mayo brothers,
Marshall Bradford being appointed
in
perhaps
225
feet
of
me
and
drew
And
now
while
we
are
gathered
here
iron
pin
—
a
piece
of
half-inch
iron
boat, no bridges—November. About
101—for passage.
Ere this her natal day Is done,
as civilian teacher with inmate as
' '
I give this toast to one so dear.
20 above. Cold! Wow. had to do it. rod, 15 inches long, sharp at one bead on me as I sat on the log. His
The measure now goes to the Sen
sistants. The grades and subjects chusetts, Minnesota. Montana, Ne- Butler, John Dewey, Charles A.
Long
life to Mildred Emerson
gun
cap
exploded
but
his
powder
end
and
a
ring
on
the
other
to
tie
I have washed my hands in the Gulf
ate where it will be finally killed.
taught are more or less diversified vada, New Hampshire. New Jersey.' Lindbergh, James J. Hill, Eugene
Stream in January, with water the rope to. He then walks and 'during the heavy downpour of the
One Democrat left his party to scale ranging from a minimum of due to the many and various educa New York. Utah. West Virginia. Wis O'Neill. Edith Wharton.
day
had
got
wet
and
failed
to
ex

about blood heat, but the best bath leaves the horse. The other man
vote with the Republicans, Gray of ten per cent to a maximum of 33 1-3 tional qualifications of the inmates, consin and Wyoming pay old age
John D. Rockefeller, Sr., Henry
I ever took was inside the paddle comes along pulls the pin out of the plode. Lucky again. Several men South Brooksville, but he had been
per cent was being advoiated in j Some grades are combined, which pensions while Illinois. Maine, Mis Ford, J. P. Morgan. Andrew W. Car
had
been
found
dead
on
this
same
wheel house of a Mississippi river ground, coils the rope, mounts the
released previously from the caucus place of the scale previously fixed may be attributed to the scarcity of souri and Oregon have such bills be negie, Julius Rosenwald, Simon Gug
steamboat, standing on a narrow horse and rides after the other man. post. Did I mount guard on top of pledge of solidarity.
which ranged from about five to 20 text-books and briefness of class fore their state legislatures. The genheim. Oen. John J. Pershing,
that
log
during
the
rest
of
my
turn?
plank behind the paddle wheel and Passes him, rides a space, ties out
per cent. The proposed newscale, periods. The studies extend from maximum pensions run from $250 Oen. Tasker H. Bliss, Dean Roscoe
Did
I?
letting the whirling paddle throw the horse and goes on. If done right
would net a saving of more than illiterates to and including the flrst to $530 in the different states, and Pound. William Randolph Hears",
Republican
legislative
leaders
I
have
several
scars
where
I
have
tons of water against me and holding the two will get where they are
launched plans Tuesday for more $300,000 annually to the State as year of high school. The regular the minimum age limits vary from 60 Adolph S. Ochs, Dr. Felix Adler, Dr.
come
near
death
by
revolving
saws
on to an upright post for dear life going very nearly at the same time.
running wild, breaking machinery, sweeping and drastic reductions in compared with the $200,000 or more prison school curriculum, as far as to 70 years. In most cases applica- Harry Emerson Fosdick. Prof. Frank
You are all right if the wheel or
. • • .
state salaries than previously had reckoned on the scale already con- possible, attempts to be equivalent j tlon is made through the county lin Giddings. Eugene V. Debs and
paddle doesn't pick up and throw
One moming my brother-in-law tangled belts, and boards and tim been contemplated.
Samuel Oompers.
A suggested templated.
to the corresponding grades in the authorities.
bers.
thrown
from
swiftly
running
against you a log or stump or some ; wh0 was livinjj m the same house
machinery,
besides
being
run
down
other floating object. If so. then out on the wide prairie missed his
good-bye to you. You go to sure j
The animal had wandered and over by automobiles. Have
had my share of near death by crazy
death.
away to one of the neighbors six
horses and other ugly animals, as
• • • •
mile6 off. so the cwner saddled old
many other men and boys brought
I have been in several near rail
Jim and we started out to bring
up on a farm have. But they don't
road accidents, some to the train on
home the hog. We "rode and tied"
count: they are all in the day’s
which I was riding; others which
the horse, arriving at the neighbor's
work.
came near taking us in. I have got
The whole family then started piggy
Believe me, I think I have wel!
out of my train at midnight in a
toward home. Remember at that
earned my 89 birthdays, and I have
raging thunder storm and walked
time there were no roads, no fences,
only touched the high spots.
abound a freight train wreck,
plenty of streams, but no bridges. I
avoiding the dead cattle that had
Uncle Fernando.
I was elected to ride flrst. Piggy went
caused it, and boarded the train that I
.
, ,
,
all right the first mile. Suddenly
was following, their passengers doing he changed
an(J started
MAIL CONTRACTS AWARDED
the same. No flashlights in those
back. Tige, the dog, was on the
days. The engineer was killed and
job. so was the horse—all on a dif- Earle Starrett and C. 8. Y'oung
his fireman was nearly killed. 1
Named For Boothbay Harbor and
; ferent angle. The hog sheered off.
rode more than one hour on a train
Criehaven Jobs
so did Tige and the horse. I was not
where the track was under water,
expecting this, so did not go with
entirely out of sight of the engineer.
bu{ landed Qn lhf
The Postoffiee Department has
It was level land and he was taking
20 or 30 feet away, frog fashion, but awarded a four-year contract for
the chance of a washout under the
without a scratch or harm in any steamboat mail service between
track. At another time I passed
way. The horse kept on home. Thomaston and Boothbay Harbor, to
through a water-flooded country.
While I was in the air I had time Earle A Starrett of Thomaston, who
Our track was above water but on
to say to the dog. "seek him." He will start the contract job July 1. and
each side of us cattle and horses did. all right, straightened piggy for will receive $3,500 a year.
were standing in water to their home and took him there. Mean
A contract for similar service be
bellies. Water, water for miles
while Henry came up to me and we tween Criehaven and Rockland,
around. There were miles of corn walked the four or five miles home, went to Clyde 8. Young of Matinicus
fields, as far as one could see, show
where the arrival of the horse had for $2,100 a year, from July 1, 1933.
ing nothing but the tassels above , scared the women folks badly, to June 30. 1937.
the flood, but we- kept. going, but j
dog with a much subdued
finally had to back track for 75 piggy, added to the scare. After our
COLBY COLLEGE
miles and detour for 150 miles to ■ arrival we took, a look at piggy,
get out.
which was so mangled by doggie
Appearing on the dean's list, pub
I was once snowed in for three trying to keep him headed for home
lished
March first, is the name of
days in a frontier Western town, j that instant death was the only way
Miss A vie Brawn of Thomaston. Miss
with no chance for a bed. as tht ( left to save the bacon.
Brawn is a member of the senior class
place was new’ and the travelers too
The dean's list contains the names ol
many. I have traveled on trains
One moming I harnessed the horses, those students who have attained
crowded with emigrants, the trains
and on my way to work stopped at high marks for Lhe preceding semesbeing just one grade above cattle
a neighbor's well to water the horses. | ter. entitling them to special scholascars. The emigrants knew no differ
The well (66 feet deep) had two tic privileges.
ence; interesting but disagreeable.
• • • •
buckets on a rope running over a big
I have lived among criminals of
A concert orchestra has bean or
pulley overhead. I had one full
all degrees, but did not always know
it. One fellow worked with and for bucket in my
whileJhe emptJ' ganized by the musical clubs, super
one was at the bottom, filling, as I vised by John W Thomas of Water
me, two or three weeks One week
supposed. The horses started. I let ville. Francis B Smith, '34 is con
later he was lynched for horse steal
go the full bucket for an instant, ductor of the group. It is expected
ing by a band of honest men try
turned to quiet the team, and then that the orchestra will take part in
ing to stamp out that crime.
turned lo emp|y the b^?ket. but the future musical clubs' presenta
You might kill a man and get by.
that one had started down, bringing tions.
but you could not steal a horse and
• • • •
up the empty one at railroad speed.
live, if found out.
Miss
Helen
K deRochemont of
The empty one caught me on the
Rockland
was
initiated
into the Phi
One morning one of a pair of! point of my chin and slid back to
steers with which I was working was my Adam s apple, cutting my throat Mu Fraternity with the delegation
missing. My boss told me to saddle almost from ear to ear. and taking from the class of 1936. The Phi Mu's
the cow pony (Bess), take Shep. thf
and flesh along, a flap larger held their banquet Saturday night.
• • • •
dog, and ride out on the plains and Ithan a man's hand. I dropped
Miss Ruth C. Keller, '35. of Cam
hunt for that steer. "There are half a<’ross the curb senseless, and was
den, served on the committee for the
a dozen herds of domestic cattle in slowly sliding into the well,
a circle of 20 miles from here," he
Tire woman inside came to see Chi Omega banquet, also held March
4. Miss Keller also took part in the
said'; “ride and flnd the different (what it was all about, and like a
banquet program.
herds, then locate the steer, the only flash took *n the whole situation.
• • • •
She
was
there
Just
in
time
to
grasp
pure white one in this section.
The
faculty
has
recently proven to
When you sight him ride the pony all that was left of me in sight^be the most active bowling group or
one
of
my
feet.
She
pulled
me
to
into the herd, rein the pony against
the campus. Great rivalry is preva
the steer, then drop the reins on safety, but what a plight. 50 miles
THE FEDERAL Moto-Brush is a nationally adver
the pony's neck, he will do the rest.” jfrom a doctor- one mile to the near- lent between the married professors
and the bachelors who are striving tc
I found him in a herd of about iest neighbor, and the men folks all
win the trophy offered by President
400, slowly feeding along. The pony, «°ne- Just then a barefoot lad
tised cleaner and one of the leaders on the market today.
took notice of none but his white' happened along
He needed no Johnson to the conquerors in the
series. Coach Eddie Roundy. bowl
steer, Shep got busy herding the i ur6*ng to tun to that neighbor with
ing a high total of 302 ied the Bache
stragglers into a huddle. They be- the news. A 60-year-old woman was
Its cleaning principle is right—a revolving brush
lors to a 4-0 victory in the first match,
gan to walk fast, then trot, then gal- alone there, but she was game, and
in which 20 members of the faculty
lop, then run-my
-my steer the same. <»me running. With an old rusty took part.
beats out the imbedded grit while powerful suction
The pony crowded him all the time, darning needle and a piece of string
• • • •
speeding exactly as the steer, per she put in place the ragged edges, The
interfraternity
basketball
haps at 15 miles an hour. Suddenly sewed them up like she would a tear championship is still undecided, with
whisks it into the bag.
my saddle loosed and began to turn. in her man's breeches. At sunrise1 three teams. Zeta Psi, Delta Kappa
next
morning
I
"came
to."
In
three
Horrors! To be unseated then and
Epsilon, and Delta Upsilon in the
This cleaner is guaranteed to give satisfaction. If you
there meant instant and a horrible weeks I was eating as well as usual, lead, each witii 1000 percent. The
but
my
front
teeth
were
much
shat

death beneath hundreds of sharp
Zeta team has been considerably
hoofs. I was young, agile, and light tered. One second more and had I gone strengthened since the pledging of
want a GOOD cleaner at a saving of $21 order yours now.
of weight. Instantly I was off the into that 66-foot well, you would Ernest Roderick. '36, of Waterville to
never
heard
this
true
story.
saddle and astride the pony's neck.
the chapter. Roderick fits into the
Cautiously I reached back, pulled the
lineup as a fine forward.
• * • •
saddle up in place and very slowly
Once more—there Is no means of
worked back in my seat on it. The knowing how many times J came
Early spring practice for the base
pony neither faltered nor took notice near death while in battle — nearly ball team has begun, with candidates
of my doings. Five minutes later he 700 of the 1000 were left on the field, for battery and infield positions
Every Cleaner
had crowded his steer out of the | while I came safely off. But I do working out regularly in the indoor
know
of
one
instance
when
I
came
herd and both were running tmoothfield house. Although a good many j
Brand New and
near death or worse, at the hands of of last year's letter men are on the j
a bushwhacker, so called. A long I squad, several positions will have to be
Guaranteed
stormy day with rain in torrents. I j fiued from new material. Among
was on picket duty, two miles from I those trying out at this time is Tillbefore you are sure you are going to be camp. There were four of us on this j son D. Thomas, '33, of Camden,
helped. Come in and hear about the post as it was a dangerous place j
• • • •
Plunder formula io tablet form. I don't want a
penny of your money, if tbe brat fifty doses do on the picket line. About 7 the full
The women’s basketball teams are
wn*fOT1thb’em«k- 1 moon came up. It had cleared off playing for the college championship
* jn^V£?wV«l«v*,,,,l*'nbUWX0U,,t0B1,Cl1 1 ,ine- A 9 P m we agreed that three at the present time. So far, the
^Sheldon's Drug Store, 444 Main St. of us could Jie down and sleep while seniors and Juniors are leading.
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